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CHAPTER I
IirTRODUCTION
Few social problems have received the publicity that
has been accorded our soaring divorce rate. The American '
public is constantly exposed to a barrage of statistics and
|
i ominous warnings from radio programs, periodicals, the press, ,i
and an increasing number of books dealing with problems of
j
marriage and divorce. The sheer popularity of certain radio
|
programs and nev/s paper columns v/hich dispense capsules of
I advice to the love-lorn bears eloquent testimony to the
i
need which people are experiencing for help v/ith their mari- i
tal problems. One of the main purposes of this thesis is
to study, through an evaluation of the performance of case-
work in a family agency, the contribution which professional
I
'
social work can make tov/ards helping clients v/ith their mari-
\
tal problems. The family
,
as the mainstay of our social
structure, has been called "the chief burden bearer of all
our social institutions".^ It is only through socially ef-
I
fective and satisficing marriage relationships that the fami-
ly can fulfill its socially defined function.
A glance at the skyrocketing rate of national divorce
statistics will suffice to drive home the gravity of the
problem. In 1887, only one out of eighteen marriages ended
1 Ernest R. Groves and William F. Ogburn, American
Ilirriage and Family Relationslilps , p . 78.
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, . 2 iin divorce. For 1946, it is estimated that one out of every i
3 ‘three marriages v/ill end in divorce. By 1965, statisticians '
estimate that 51 per cent of American marriages will culmi-
'
4 i
nate in divorce. The two hundred thousand divorces vjhich
|
take place annually in the United States affect more than
|
half a million people; and if one adds to this figure the
estimated fifty thousand desertions without formal divorce
|
5 !procedure, the figure is even higher. The divorce rate has |
increased since the war more than five times as rapidly as
|
the married population, and this proportion promises to ac- i
celerate even more rapidly if present social trends continue. !
Woman
,
p. 387
2 Newsweek,
3 Ibid ,
4 Ferdinand
p. 337,
5 Ibid,
6 Ferdinand
28:15, October 7, 1946, p. 33,
Lundberg and Llarynla F. Farnham, Ilodern
Lundberg and Llarynia Farnham, op. cit
.
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The Problem in Providence
Table I indicates that the number of divorces in
Providence has increased markedly in the period 1940-1946.
The total number of applications for divorce has catapulted
from 1,151 in 1940 to 2,344 in 1946. In 1930, there v;as
but one divorce for every six marriages in Providence. Cur
rent trends, however, (as seen in Table I) shov; a definite
increase over this ratio.
TABLE II
kUI3ER OF DIVORCES UNCOUTESTED
,
1940-1946*^5-
Year
ko. of Divorces
Uncontested
IIo. of Divorces
Granted
Percentage
Uncontested
1940 369 484 76
1941 377 483 78
1942 467 598 78
1943 375 556 67
1944 526 703 75
1945 577 760 76
1946 886 1066 83
*So\irce of data: Clerk's Office, Superior Court,
Providence, R.I.
Table II demonstrates tv/o salient points. (1) On the
one hand, the table indicates that over 75 per cent of the
marital partners have seen fit to dissolve their marriages
v/ithout contesting the grounds for which divorce is granted

This may indicate a certain amount of apathy on the part of
the marital partners as to the prospects of salvaging their
marriage, or it may simply indicate that for various reasons
of legal convenience, the divorce proceeding is uncontested.
This apathy, if such be the case, might be decreased con-
siderably if the marital partners had recourse to adequate
casework and counselling agencies. ( 2 ) On the other hand,
the speculation is valid as to whether the -remaining 25 per
cent contested the divorce proceeding because of a desire
to preserve the marriage or v/hether perhaps this protest
also stemmed from reasons of legal convenience. At any
rate, it is hoped that this study will point up the im-
portance of further investigation into the circumstances
surroimding the divorce procedure; such an investigation
should help determine the advisability of establishing for-
mal channels of referral from the divorce court to the so-
cial agency. The divorce court and the court of domestic
relations would seem to constitute a fertile source of in-
take for the family agency which offers casework services
to clients V7ith impaired marital relationships.
Finally, it should be stressed that even the most com-
prehensive statistics on marriage and divorce conceal the
multitude of legally intact marriages v/hich are wracked by
constant tensions and quarrels and which are devoid of
genuine satisfaction. There are many such marriages in
name only, kept intact only because of the presence of

children, the fear of religious or community pressure, or
other factors too numerous to mention. Careful estimates
state that the niomber of these unhappy marriages "at least
equals the number of divorces, giving us about 40 per cent
or two in five of grossly unsatisfactory marriages and
7
attendant states of unhappiness". Surely this is an im-
portant array of social facts and figures v/hich challenges
to the utmost the professional contributions that can be
offered by the 'field of social work.
7 Lundberg and Farnham, cit .
.
p. 389.

I7
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to investigate the marital
problems of thirty
-five cases brought to the attention of
the Providence Family Welfare Society in 1946, and to eval-
uate the casev/ork services rendered the clients v;ho presented
these problems. The following questions will be posed for
study
.
(1) Vvhat are the pertinent social and psychological
features of the group of clients?
(2) V/hat kinds of marital problems do the clients
present?
I
(3) '//hat is the outcome of casework services?
(4) v/hat factors are associated with the success or
failure of these services?
(5) What implications of this study are pertinent to
the Agency ' s program for helping clients who have
marital problems?
The above questions have been selected for study because
of the contribution they may make tov/ards understanding the
marital problems which clients have brought to a particular
I
family agency. It is also hoped that this study v/ill shed
light on the services given by a casework agency to modify
I
these problems. Finally, an attempt v/ill be made to discuss
the extent to v/hich these services can be evaluated to show
different levels of improvement in the outcome of treatment.
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Sources of Uateri^'i
i The data used in this study are from the case records
and statistical cards of the Family Welfare Society of
Providence, Rhode Island, In addition, material has been
selected from the extensive literature dealing vdth prob-
lems of marriage and divorce.
The thirty-five cases used in this study were selected
on the basis of the following criteria;
(1) Type of problem presented.
(2) Date of last opening of case.
(3) Date of last closing of case,
(4) Number of interviews in continued service.
(5) liirital status at time of application.
Cases were selected only where there was a clearly defined
problem in the relationship betv/een husband and wife. In
order to limit the study to a definite time span, all cases
selected were last opened and closed in 1946, In order to
insure adequacy of material and provide a valid basis for
evaluation, all cases must have had more than one client
interview in "continued service". Continued service refers
to the time that elapsed between the opening and closing of
a case, and means that the case was accepted at intake for
exploration and casework treatment. Cases in which husband
and wife were legally separated or divorced at the time of
application v/ere considered beyond the scope of this study
,
since the marital problem had already passed beyond the
4 »
crisis stage, and had been legally resolved. Although such
cases require equally thoughtful and sensitive casework
treatment, they obviously are relatively inaccessible to a
change in the relationship betv/een husband and wife.
Liethod of Selection
A survey of the Agency's statistical cards for 1946
disclosed that there v;ere a total of 412 cases last opened
and closed sometime during the year 1946. Of these, 108
cases (or 26 per cent of the total), were checked as having
Q
a problem in the "relationship between husband and wife".
These 108 cases v/ere thoroughly shuffled, and every other
case v/as selected. This resulted in a random sample of
fifty-four cases; of the fifty-four cases so chosen, nine-
teen (or 35 per cent) had to be eliminated because they
failed to satisfy the above-mentioned criteria. Of the
cases that v/ere discarded, tv/o clients did not reveal a mar-
ital problem at the time of the last opening of the case
;
five clients were legally separated and awaiting divorce
proceedings; six were legally divorced, and six failed to
return for a second interv'iev/.
3 See Item eighteen (18), Family Welfare Association !
of America, Statistical Card Ilumber lA", appendix, p. 110. i
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Limitations
The criteria employed for the selection of cases nec-
essarily limit the scope of this study to clients vfho are
still in a state of flux about their marriages at the time
they apply for help. Also, this study is focused mainly on
the Agency's services to people with marital problems.
Lost of the clients with marital difficulties present many
other problems (such as request for financial help, camp
placement, or housekeeping service) which are frequently
symptomatic of the underlying difficulty betv/een husband
and wife. There is obviously a clear-cut connection be-
tween the casev/ork service dealing directly v/ith the mar-
ital problem and allied casework services, such as relief
and housekeeping service. All of these services are part
of the Agency's over-all treatment plan. Ilov/ever
,
since
this study does not propose to evaluate comprehensively all
of the Agency's services, allied casework services will be
mentioned only in their relation to the marital problems
.
There is, therefore, no intention of critically evaluating
the policies and functioning of these other facets of the
Agency ' s program.
A final limitation should be mentioned. Since this
study deals only v;ith a portion of the Agency's case-load
in a specific year, any conclusions drav/n refer only to a
certain aspect of the Agency's program for helping people
with marital problems within the above-specified time limit.
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A brief study such as this can only furnish an index for
measuring the Agency's services in a given year.
i
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CHAKEER 11
AGENCY BACKGROUND AND FUlJCTIQN
The Family Welfare Society of Providence, R^lode Island
was founded in 1892 as the "Providence Society for Organizing
Charity".^ Keeping in tune with the then prevalent Charity
Organization Uovement, the Agency undertook a tv/o-fold pro-
gram to give both monetary relief and relief in kind, and
"to better coordinate the giving of churches, benevolent
societies and private individuals". Since its inception,
the Agency has always been active in elaborating its ovm
program, raising its professional standards, and improving
the social service resources of the community. Among its
many achievements
,
the Agency numbers the founding of the
Providence Confidential Exchange in 1913; the establishment
of a camp program for tubercular patients
;
the creation of
a Home Economics Department in 1928 (later changed to the
Visiting Housekeeper Program in 194C); and the initiation
of a highly successful Student Training Program, in
which five accredited schools of social v/ork have partici-
pated. In 1923, the Agency took the leadership in estab-
lishing the Providence Council of Social Agencies, and three
1 Virginia Seldon, Steadily Through the Years
.
Providence: 1942, This and the following statements on the
Agency history are based on this Agency pamphlet, prepared
by Llrs. Virginia Seldon, in 1942. Since the pages are not
numbered, further acknowledgment is not possible.
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years later contributed its resources to the founding of
the Providence Com^jiunity Fund. The Agency's entire his-
tory is punctuated with many community-v/ide achievements
in improving housing, combatting tuberculosis, raising
public assistance standards, and extending the camp resources
of Uetropolitan Providence,
The Agency, like many other agencies affiliated with
the Family Service Association of America, is at present
engaged in a process of study and evaluation of its over-
all program of services to the community. One of the foci
of this study is an examination of the Agency's grov/th from
concentration on relief to concentration on a wider variety
of treatment services for the social and emotional prob-
lems that disturb family relationships. This re -examina-
tion of Agency policy may result in a more compressed de-
finition of the Agency's relief functions, with the con-
sequence that the Agency will carry fewer clients on long
term maintenance relief. This may lead to greater concen-
tration on the non-economic aspects of casework service.
In line v;ith this redefinition of policy, the Agency is con-
templating changing its name to exclude the v/ord "v^elfare"
v/hich to so many clients carries the connotation of only
financial relief.
The Agency's defined purpose is "to assist families
and adult individuals in using their capacities to lead

p
personally satisfying and socially -useful lives". To ful-
fill this purpose, the Agency uses two approaches: social
casework and community organization. Through social case-
work, the Agency offers the following services:
Consultation about problems in family relationships
,
such as: (a) difficulties between husband and wife
which disturb the balance of family life and present
symptoms such as illness, financial complications,
impending separation or divorce; (b) difficulties in
family relationships presenting symptoms centering
on children, poor habit training, irregular school
attendance, poor school v/ork, poor health; Cc) dif-
ficulties with relatives.'^
In addition, the Agency offers a short-term housekeeper
service, consultation about problems of financial manage-
ment, provision of financial assistance "to effect a change
4in the situation v/hich precipitated this problem", and a
camp placement service. Eligibility for these basic case-
work services is defined:
... in terms of the client's capacity to use help
in a constructive v/ay, V7here he recognizes his problem
to some degree, places it within the Agency function,
is open for help in dealing with it, and where there
seem to be a possibility of client and Agency working
toward a more satisfactory adjustment.^
During 1946, 1,310 different families availed them-
selves of the Agency's services; this figure represents an
2 Objectives of Family Welfare Society . \inpublished
mimeographed report, September 16, 1942, p. 2.
3 Ibid .
4 Ibid .
5 Function of the Family V/elfare Society, unpublished
Agency report, April 17, 1941.

increase of almost 7 per cent over the number of families
served in 1945, Like many other voluntary agencies, the
Phmily V/elfare Society has had to labor under a personnel
shortage. During the period covered by this study, seven
professional positions v^ere vacated, and of these, only three
positions were filled. As of July, 1946, the professional
staff consisted of tv;elve trained graduate v/orkers, plus
four part-time student workers.
Summary of Chapter II
An outline of the Agency's background and function has
been given to provide the proper frame-work for an under-
standing of the setting in which this study was made. It
was pointed out that the Family Welfare Society of Provi-
dence, Rhode Island, is an accredited private family agency,
affiliated with the Family Service Association of America.
The Agency offers a variety of related casework services,
which have been differentiated for the purpose of exposition,
but which in practice are integrated to provide the most
effective treatment for the family as a unit. In addition to
its casework program for individual families, the Agency par-
ticipates actively in matters of commimity interest "wliich
block the achievement of a satisfying and usefiiL family life,
g
but which lie outside the control of individual families".
6 Objectives of Family Welfare Society
.
Unpublished
mimeographed report, 1947, p. 2..

It is this integration of broadly interpreted functions that
provides the impet-us for the Agency's interest in preventive
treatment and commnnity education for better family living.
\»
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CPIAFTSR III
sol:e coltokerts of i-iaffy afd uihaffy iiarriags
In order to evaluate what constitutes a rnarital prob-
lem or a state of marital maladjustment, it is necessary to
have a norm to be used as a frame of reference. Burgess and
Cottrell define a state of marital adjustment as one in
vdiich
;
The attitudes and acts of each of the partners pro-
duce an environment which is favorable to the func-
tioning of the personality of each, particularly in
the sphere of primary relationships.^
As a corollary of tliis definition, it is useful to consider
Lundberg's formulation of a happy person as one;
. . . who is, in general, on good terms with him-
self and his environment, and v/hose adjustment to
himself and to his environment v/orks neither physi-
cal nor psychic harm to himself or others.^
Clients who seek help because their marriages are riddled
v;lth conflicts and tensions are obviously in a state of
unhappiness which makes them feel maladaptive to themselves
and their environment.
The vast and grov/ing literature dealing v/ith the psycho-
logy’ and sociology of marriage and the family has contri-
buted many theories concerning the determinants of marital
happiness. Iltny of these theories, however, are by no means
1 Ernest \Y. Burgess and Leonard S. Cottrell,
Fredicting Success or Failure in Carriage
.
p. 10.
2 Lundberg and Fhrnham, Uodern V/oman, p. 379.
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in agreement v;ith one another. Professor Terman, for ex-
ample
,
has cited a v;ide range of opposing views of eminent
authorities* On the basis of extensive research, Terman
has enumerated various factors, which, when properly
weighted, are predictive of marital success or failure,
Terman lists ten background factors v/hich are considered
4
most significant:
(1) Superior happiness of parents
(2) Childhood happiness
(3) Lack of conflict with mother
(4) Home discipline that was firm but not harsh
(5) Strong attacliment to mother
(6) Strong attachment to father
(7) Lack of conflict with father
(6) Parental frankness about matters of sex
(9) Infrequency and mildness of childhood punishment
(10) Premarital attitude tov/ards sex that was free
from disgust or aversion.
These ten background factors have been condensed into
five criteria dealing with (a) marital adjustment of parents,
(b) relationship between child and parent, (c) home punish-
ments and discipline, (d) parental attitudes tov/ards sex,
5
and (e) pre-marital attitudes towards sex.
In assembling background information on the clients
studied, it was found effective to keep these criteria in
mind
.
Eov/ever
,
owing to the variations in the extent of
3 Lev/is E. Terman, Psycholo;~:ical Factors in Earital
Happiness
.
pp. 6-9.
4 Ibid
.
,
p. 372.
5 Edward Fishj A Study of the Llarital Problems of
Fifty Veterans
.
Unpublished Easter's Thesis, Boston Univer-
sitv S'^QQl q:P Social Work^ 1947, p. 33^
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historical material available for each client, it was not
possible to tabulate the client's marital adjustment in
terms of these criteria.
Other writers, including Burgess and Cottrell,
7 8 9 10Groves, Popenoe, Bergler, Lundberg and Farnham, llov/-
11
12
rer, and Levy and I'unroe have all stressed the primacy
of the affectional function - the capacity to love and be
loved - in determining a mature, satisfying marriage. It
is the disturbance in the affectional function, in turn
influenced by the individual's own background and early
life experiences
,
that largely supports the props of neu-
rotically unhappy marriage. In this connection. Dr. Levy
has given one of the clearest statements about the moti-
13
vations which lead people to marry;
. . . the aims and longings are as various as the
people v/ho talce each other in marriage. They do,
hov;ever, cluster about tv/o major and opposing needs;
the need for love and the need for self-fulfillment;
6 Ernest \V. Burgess and Leonard Cottrell, Predicting
Success or Failure in Marriage
.
p. 345.
7 Ernest R. Groves, Preparation for Marriage . Ch.I.
S Paul Popenoe, Llodern liarria.se
.
p. 141.
9
Edmund Bergler, Unhappy Marriage and Divorce
.
p.l7.
10 OD. cit .
.
Ch.XIII.
11 Harriet R. Mowfer, Personality Adjustment and
Domestic Discord
.
p. 150.
12 Jolm Levy and Ruth liunroe
,
The Happy Family
.
p.l48.
13 Ibid. _=_=_===—=
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the need to be sheltered and protected and adored,
and the need to feel ourselves independent and strong;
the need for affection and the need for prestige. Ko
human being is without both of these needs, though
the balance between them changes from one individual
to the next. The balance also changes at different
periods of our lives.
In summary, the primary ingredients of a normal, happy
marriage is the emotional maturity which each of the part-
ners brings to marriage. This maturity is displayed in the
expression of love and tenderness betv/een husband and v/ife;
in unimpaired sexual performance, in the procreation and
proper rearing of children; in the husband's acceptance of
his economic role as provider; in the wife's acceptance of
14her role as housewife; and in a variety of other ways.
The roots of emotional maturity are deeply imbedded in
what psychiatrists and social anthropologists have termed
the "psychogenetic personality". This concept is defined
as a "latent system of reaction patterns and tendencies to
reaction patterns finished shortly after birth or well into
15
the second or third year of life".
The individual's capacity to give and accept love -
the essential features of a healthy marriage - is
influenced by two elements of the psychogenetic per-
sonality: (1) the conditioning of the response pat-
tern of childhood, and (2) the individual's ovm
conception of self.
14 For further discussion of the components of a
sound marriage, see Pa.ul Popenoe
,
llodern Llarriage
.
p. 137 ff.
15 Ernest \Y. Burgess, "Section Ileeting on Culture
and Personality", American Journal of Orthopsychiatry . 8:4,
October, 1938, p. 614.

The first element is a largely unconscious component^g
of the personality; the second is largely conscious.
V/hen these processes of early personality formation are dis-
ordered, the ground work is laid for a neurotic pattern
“where a person reinstates in his marriage an ambivalent
psychogenetic interrelationship of childhood, such as depen-
17dence on the mother and rebellion against the dependency",
then these same neurotic patterns become part of the fabric
of marriage.
Every marriage, however harmonious it may be, is
threatened by conflicts and disagreements. Dr. Levy has set
forth the dictum tliat “every good marriage is compounded of
18Struggle and peace". A certain amount of struggle of
wills or quarrelling is considered normal, in fact, desi-
rable. Often one finds a slowly gnawing hostility veiled
19behind a facade of extreme compliance or placidity. Since
marriage involves such an intimate relationship, and since
it must, if it is to be durable, satisfy the most compelling
needs of two personalities, some conflict is inevitable.
The neurotic, on the other hand, approaches marriage
with such an extreme amount of unfulfilled cravings , that
16 Ibid
.
,
p. 615.
17 Ibid
.
,
p. 616.
18 John Levy, 0£. cit .
.
p, 175.
19 Edmund Bergler
,
Unhappy h'arriage and Divorce ,
p. 56.
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he demands more of the social institution of marriage than
20it can possibly give. For the neurotic, marriage is a sort
of "patent medicine". Dr. Bergler, on the basis of his cli-
nical experiences uith unhappily married patients, has worked
out a careful psychoanalytical formulation of the basic dif-
21ficulty encountered in the marriage relationship:
The child in the adult approaches marriage with exag-
gerated and unobtainable unconscious expectations,
Llirriage is to fulfill, v/ithout feelings of guilt,
all early infantile wishes in their present transfor-
mations or, 7n.th neurotics, to make possible the repe-
tition of neurotic infantile revenge or v/ish fantasies.
op
In his classification of neurotic marriages, Dr. Bergler
explains there are tv/o unconscious reasons underlying every
2 '^
neurotically unsound marriage. These are:
The desire to reel off a certain unconscious fantasy
retained from childhood . . . the other reason is to
defend oneself against a specific unconscious reproach
of conscience . . . the marriage partner is not mar-
ried for love but as an alibi
.
Underlying, therefore, both the happy and the unhappy
marriage are deep-seated, unconscious psychological factors
which are techincally v/ithin the province of the psycho-
analyst or analytically oriented psychiatrist. Definitive
treatment of these unconscious motivations involves a re-
vamping of the individual's personality structure;
20 Edmund Bergler, Unhappy karriap^e and Divorce
.
p.56
21 Ibid .
22 Ibid .
,
pp. 100 ff.
23
Ibid
.
,
p. 102.
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Conventionally, such treatment is considered beyond the pale
of casev/ork. An understanding, however, of these factors is
a necessary part of the caseworker's lmov;ledge of human be-
, . 24havior
.
Summar:,' of Chapter III
In this chapter a brief survey has been presented of
some of the literature dealing v/ith the components of happy
as well as unhappy marriage. This survey has been considered
necessary to provide the proper framework for the under-
standing of the marital problems to be discussed in the fol-
lowing chapter. First, a definition of marital maladjust-
ment was introduced. Then emotional maturity was stressed
as the main ingredient of a sopind marriage. In this connec-
tion, some of the findings of Terman, Burgess and Cottrell
v;ere introduced to outline the principal background factors
Y/hich are predictive of success in marriage. The develop-
ment of a mature capacity to give and receive love v/as em-
phasized as the end result of these various background fac-
tors. The contributions of Bergler and Levy were cited to
explain some of the personality mechanisms underlying the
24 By no means does the v/riter intend to gainsay the
role played by social and cultural factors in precipitating
marital conflicts. The influence of culture is considered
to be selective; that is, social and cultural forces com-
plement or activate individual psychological tensions. For
elaboration of this interrelationship, see "Section IJeeting
on Culture and Personality"
,
American Journal of Orthopsy -
chiatry
, 8:4, October, 1938, pp. 612-616.

imsound marriage. It was pointed out that severe marital
maladjustment springs from the personality difficulties of
people \7ho have entered the marriage relationship v/ith emo-
tional problems which were unresolved in earlier phases of
their psychological development. Unsoiond marriage was des-
cribed as an outgrowth of the merging of the basic person-
ality difficulties of two individuals who unconsciously de-
mand neurotic satisfactions v/hich the social institution of
marriage cannot fulfill and still remain sound.
1
c:-:after iv
CHARACTERISTICS AID PROBLBIS OF^ GROUP STUDIED
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the charac-
teristics of the group of cases selected for study. Data
will be presented concerning the social and economic back-
ground of the clients • This v;ill be follov^ed by a survey of
the marital status of the clients at the time of application
to the Agency and at the time treatment was terminated. The
marital problems of the clients will be classified in terms
of their presenting symptoms. This reviev/ v/ill give a com-
prehensive picture of the cases selected for study and v/ill
pave the way for discussion of the casev/ork aspects of the
services rendered.
Data has been assembled from schedules (see appendix,
p. 108) which have included information relative to the fol-
lov/ing factors
:
(1) Identifying information (source of referral,
family mal:e-up, income, occupation, number of chil-
dren, and religion).
(2) Larital status (number of years married, previous
marriages )
.
(3) Uature of the problem (main source of tension,
duration of conflict, previous attempts at dealing
with the problem, and person requesting help).
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TA3L5 III
AGE DISTRIBUTICi: OF CLIEI:TS
Age Group
r.'o . of
Wives
i:o . of
Husbands
Under 20 2 0
20 to 25 7 4
26 to 30 6 7
31 to 35 9 9
36 to 40 4 5
41 to 45 0 2
46 to 50 1 1
51 to 55 2 1
56 to 60 0 1
Unlmovm 4 4
Total 35 35
Table III presents no outstanding deviants in the ages
of the clients. The age distribution seems similar to that
of any other group of clients seeking help from the Agency.
A3.SO, as is typical of the general married population, the
average age of the men is slightly higher than that of the
v/omen.
TABLE IV
AGE DIFFEREIICES OF COUPLES
Age Difference in Years Kimber of Couples
0 6
1-5 16
6-10 6
11-15 2
16-20 1
Unlaiovm 4
Total 35

Table IV indicates that the majority of the husbands
are no more than five years older than their v/ives. Forty-
five per cent of the couples show an age range between one
and five years. Only two of the wives are older than their
husbands. These figures do hot suggest any conclusions
about the relationships betv/een age differences and marital
happiness. Professor Terman's study did not furnish suffi-
cient data for conclusions to be drawn about the prediction
of marital success or failure on the basis of age factors.^
TABLE V
m3ER OF CHILDREi: OF COUPLES
STUDIED
No . of Children No. of Couples
0 3
1 10
2 8
3 6
4 4
5 3
6 0
7 0
8 1
Total 35
From this table it will be observed that thirty- two
or 91 per cent of the couples had children. Of the three
childless couples, two of the v/ives were pregnant. Although
1 Lewis Terman, Psychological Factors in L!arital
Happiness
,
p. 183.
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the exact age of all the children is not known, over three-
fourths of the children are estimated .to be of school age,
and therefore dependent on their parents for support and
guidance. This fact places an even greater emphasis on the
services given these clients and shows ho?/ almost every
marital situation studied is also a problem in family rela-
tionships .
The birthplace of the clients was listed on the face
of each case record. In twenty-four couples, both husband
and wife were born in the United States . Of the remaining
eleven couples, five were born in Europe (two in Italy, and
one each in Portugal and Ireland; in the case of the fifth
couple, the husband v/as born in Austria and the wife in
Poland). For the six remaining American-born husbands,
three of the wives were born in Canada, one was born in
Sweden, one in England, and one in Italy. The birthplaces
of each of the client's parents is not laiown, although the
v/riter estimates that over 50 per cent of the clients are
children of foreign born parents
.
The distribution of religions among the clients also
seems similar to that of the general popifLation of Provi-
dence, Tv7enty-three of the couples (or 65 per cent) are
Catholic, six are Protestant, and six of the couples have
mixed religions. In the cases of mixed religion, religious
conflict v/as found to be a factor in the difficulty between
husband and wife in four cases which ended in legal separation

29
or divorce. Among the Catholic clients, it was noted that
divorce proceedings v;ere frequently delayed or could not be
accepted at all, because divorce is not recognized by the
Church. For tiiis reason, six Catholic clients felt they
could consider separation, rather than divorce proceedings
at the time they terminated their relationship with the
Agency. The seven Catholic clients v7ho did resort to di-
vorce as a solution to their difficulties invariably ex-
perienced considerable guilt feelings.
TA5LS VI
VARIOUS OCCUPATIONS OF KUSBAI:DS
Occupation Umber
Unskilled Factory Work 5
Porter 5
Salesman 4
Llachinist 3
Truck Driver 3
Painter 2
Construction Worker 1
Cook 1
Engineer 1
Fireman 1
Llailman 1
Shipper 1
Soldier 1
Waiter 1
Unemployed 3
Unloiown 2
Total 35
!
j
I
i

In the following table
,
the clients • occupations are
classified according to shill:
TABLE VII
SKILL Ii: OCCUPATIONS OF KUSBAI'l^S
Level of Skill Number Per Cent of Total
Skilled 6 17
Semi-skilled 14 40
Unskilled 10 29
Unknown 2 6
Unemployed 3 8
Totals 35 100
In this table
,
jobs such as machinist or engineer were
classified as skilled; salesmen and truck drivers, semi-
skilled; and laborers as unskilled. Detailed information
was not available on the job history of each husband, but
it shoifLd be noted that in many cases of long-standing
conflict between husband and wife, the husband has fre-
quently shifted from job to job. V/hether this high rate
of job mobility is a symptom of the underlying marital
difficulty or of the economic situation cannot be stated
from the available date.
Ten of the v/ives were employed as clerks or as un-
skilled workers in local jewelry factories Four v;ives
stated they worked because their husbands ' incomes were
inadequate; two claimed they had been deserted by their
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husbands, while one stated she had left her husband of her
OT/n accord.
Twenty-two couples considered their incomes were inade-
quate to meet the increases in the cost of living. A care-
ful study of the case records indicated, on the basis of
discussions betv/een client and v/orker, that this claim was
2
valid. Twenty-three clients requested financial help, al-
though for various reasons of Agency policy, only nineteen
of these requests T/ere granted. Questions dealing with
financial relief v;ill be discussed more fully in a later
section. Hov/ever, it may be concluded from these facts that
the vast majority of clients were undergoing some financial
strain at the time of applying to the Agency.
Sixteen of the husbands (or 45 per cent) included in
this study were veterans of the second V/orld War. Eleven
of these couples v/ere married less than five years at the
time of application for help. Of the sixteen cases, five
ended in divorce, five, in legal separation, five shov;ed no
change in marital status; only one couple shov/ed an interest
in reconciliation.
2 The term "client" as used here refers to husband
or v/ife or both, when both shared in the relationship with
the Agency,
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Llarital Status of the Group
TABLS VIII
:.:arital status of clluizts at tius
OF AFPLICATIOi: AI’D TERinUATION
Status at Time of Termination
Status at
Application Legally Fo Total
Separated Divorced Reconciled Chang:e
Separation
not legal 15 7 4 2 2 15
Living
together 20 1 6 5 8 20
Totals 35 8 10 7 10 35
In the above table, the term "separation not legal"
refers to a relationship in v/hich husband and v;ife are not
living together, but have not talcen any legal action to en-
force this decision. As was stated in the introduction,
cases were excluded from this study in v/hich husband and
wife were legally separated or divorced at the time of ap-
plying to the Agency. "Living together" obviously refers
to man and v/ife v/ho are living with one another, but who
are in a state of indecision as to whether or not they will
continue in this same relationship. "Legally separated"
means that a legal decision has been made to separate and
that appropriate court action has been talcen. "Divorced"
means that appropriate legal steps have been talcen to ini-
tiate divorce proceedings, or that such proceedings have
been completed and a final decree received. "Reconciled"
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means that husband and v/ife have, both from their standpoint
and the standpoint of the Agency, made a definite decision
33
to continue living together. "^lo Change" refers to those
clients who have, to the Agency's Imov^ledge, taken no steps
whatsoever towards mee;ting their problems; they are still
in a state of indecision about the status of their marriages.
Table VIII is presented so that the reader will have
a full picture of the client's marital status at the time
of application, as compared to the client's status at the
time the case was closed; this table is not intended as an
evaluation of the outcome of casev/ork treatment, as this
v/ill be done in a different context and in a later chapter.
The table indicates that 43 per cent of the applicants
had already throwin serious doubts on the validity of their
marriages by separating. Because of the emotional turmoil
and blending of fact and fantasy which are endemic to such
a decision, it is often difficult to state objectively
whether the decision to separate v/as made by husband or
v/ife. However, of the fifteen couples who separated, five
v/ives claimed they v/ere deserted by their husbands, and one
husband stated he was "suddenly" deserted by his v/ife.
Forty -seven per cent of these fifteen cases ended in legal
separations, 27 per cent in divorce, 13 per cent were "re-
conciled", and 13 per cent shov/ed no change in status.
The tv/enty couples who were still living together rep-
resent 57 per cent of the total. In this group, only 5 per

cent decided on legal separation, 30 per cent decided on
divorce, 25 per cent v/ere "reconciled”, and 40 per cent
showed "no change".
The main importance of these figures consists in the
fact that 43 per cent of the clients had already reached a
severe crisis at the time they came to the Agency. Another
striking fact is that over 50 per cent of the clients had
decided on legal separation or divorce at the time services
were terminated.
TAELS IX
I'JUISER OF YEARS CARRIED IR RELATIOR TO DURATIOR
OF FROBLSLI ARD IU1:BER OF YEARS RAFFILY LARRIED
-
Lumber
Duration in Lumber Lumber of Happily
Years Ijarried Problems Harried
Less than 1 2 3 16
1 to 5 17 21 12
6 to 10 8 8 2
11 to 15 0 0 2
16 to 20 5 2 0
Over 20 3 0 0
Unknovm 0 1 3
Totals 35 35 35
The figures in this table indicate that 48 per cent
of the group were married from one to five years, and that
23 per cent were married from six to ten years. Although
only two of the couples v/ere married less than one year,
sixteen had been happily married less than one year. Like
many other statements made by marital partners during a

period of great crisis, statements concerning happiness may
be a valid index of the client's current attitude towards
his marriage rather than a true account of the marriage
history. By the same token, other clients may so embellish
fact v/ith fantasy that they exaggerate the number of years
they have enjoyed of happy married life. Because of this
wide range of subjective evaluations, the client's ovm state-
ments were checked against the material he had given rela-
tive to the history of his marital adjustment. In this con-
nection, it was helpful to malce use of Burgess' definition
3
of individual liappiness. These definitions apply only to
vdiat may be termed as "healthy" rather than a neurotic type
of happiness which is based on satisfactions derived from
4
sadistic or masochistic behavior. The follov/ing table
gives a more detailed description of the relative happiness
of the couples studied.
3 Cf. p. 17 of this study.
4 Edmund Bergler, Unhappy karriarpe and Divorce ,
p. 149.
i J
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TABLE X
LXBBBER OF YEARS OF KAPFY Y^ARRIAGE IN REL/iTION
TO IJIRITAL STATUS AT TIUE CASE WAS CLOSED
No. of Years
Happily !.:arried
Status at
Divorced
. Time of '
Separated
Termination
No
Reconciled Change
0
Tot
Less than 1 5 5 0 6 16
1 to 3 1 3 1 2 7
4 to 6 1 0 2 1 4
7 to 9 0 0 2 0 2
10 to 12 1 0 1 0 2
Over 13 0 0 1 0 1
Unlmovm 2 0 0 1 3
Totals 10 8 7 10 35
Table X supports the thesis that there is a positive
correlation between the "happiness score" of a married
couple and their ability to become reconciled to one another'!
5differences. The table also indicates, as a corollary,
that the chances of preserving the marriage relationship are
greatly diminished when husband and wife liave enjoyed a rel-
atively short period of happiness from their marriage. Of
the eighteen divorces and separations that took place, ten
of these were of couples who were happily married less tlian
one year.
.
5 For a discussion of this correlation in a differ-
ent agency setting, see Nancy E. NacGilpin, A Study of the
L^rital Problems Brought to the Family Service Organization
of .Vorcester
,
Llassachusetts from October, 1944 to October,
1945, Unpublished Naster's thesis, Boston University School
of Social 'Work, 1945, p. 63,

TABLE XI
PREVIOUS i.:arriages of six couples
Couple No. of Previous No. of Previous
Larriages for V/ife Ilarriages for Husband
#1 1 2
#2 1 1
#3 0 1
#4 1 1
#5 1 1
#6 2 1
Table XI indicates that in five of the couples
,
both
husband and v/ife were previously married. All of the previ-
ous marriages were terminated by divorce v/ith the exception
of v/ife #6's first marriage, vdiich ended with her husband's
death. It is significant that only in the case of couple
#3 did the man choose as partner a woman v/ho had not been
previously married. This, however, was a forced marriage.
The magnetic attraction v/hich seemed to draw the
divorced partners to one another, reenforces Dr. Bergler's
di ctum
:
^
Usually two neurotics seek and find each other. I do
not believe in the misfortune of a healthy woman
'falling for' a very neurotic man, or of a healthy
man becoming 'by chance' the victim of a neurotic
woman
.
The fact that 17 pe r cent of the couples were previously
married seems highly indicative of the severe personality
6 cit
.
,
p. 160
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problems v/bich underlay the marital conflict of these cli-
ents. At the time of closing, five of these couples were
classified as shov/ing "no change" in their status; the sixth
marriage ended in divorce.
Eight of the marriages (22 per cent of the number stu-
died) were described by the clients as "forced" by the wife's
pregnancy resulting from pre-marital sexual relations.
Study of these clients has suggested that their personality
conflicts are strikingly similar to those of typical cases
of unmarried parents described in the current casework lit-
erature dealing v;ith the psychology of the unmarried mother
7
and putative father. Five of these marriages ended in le-
gal separation, and three shovj'ed "no change" in status at
the time of closing. Like those v/ho had been previously
married and divorced, the clients who had been precipitated
into forced marriages have deep-rooted emotional maladjust-
ments underlying the problems they presented to the intake
worker.
Another important index which adds to our understanding
of the chronicity of the client's psychological problems
can be seen in the client's previous relationship with the
Agency. Although this study is focused on the client's
7 See, for example, Francis K. Scherz, "The Unmar-
mied :.:other's Conflict", Journal of Social Casework , 28:2,
February, 1947; and Samuel Futterman and Jean B. Livermore,
"Putative Fathers", Journal of Social Casew'ork, 28:5, Llay,
1947.



contact v/ith the Agency during 1946, it is helpful to under-
stand the Agency's previous experience v/ith the seventeen
couples who were known prior to 1946. Table XII presents
an outline of this experience, but doen not purport to pre-
sent a full evaluation of the outcome of services rendered,
since this is beyond the scope of the present study. Of
the seventeen cases, thirteen definitely had, in their for-
mer contacts with the Agency, presented problems in marital
adjustment which were included in the Agency's treatment
focus. However, only four of these clients v/ere interested
in focusing on their problems at this tine. Of these four,
only tv;o clients made any response to casev/ork treatment.
The major portion of the problems centered on symptoms of
financial management. Nine of the thirteen couples responded
to the Agency's services only in terms of requests for fi-
nancial help. Of these, four clients v/ere referred to other-
agencies, either to the American Red Cross or to the Depart-
ment of Public 7/elfare. Of the four clients who presented
no marital problems, ^2 was a servicemem 's v/ife who was re-
ferred to American Red Cross; #3 was a request for informa-
tion from an out-of-tovm agency; #5 was referred to a child-
placement agency; and #11 was referred to a local children's
hospital.
Since only four clients were knov/n to have attempted
to deal with their marital problems by discussion vd.th the
Agency, it is important to know what previous attempts were
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'jiade by the remaining thirty-one clients. Table XIII charts
the major methods employed by these clients in so far as
this could be determined from the available material.
TABLE XIII
LSTHODS USED BY THIRTY -OIS CLIECTS
IN DEALING UITH IIARITAL PROBLELS
Llethod Used No. of Clients
Separation followed by reconciliation 13
Quarreling and bickering 5
Court order for non-support 3
Consultation with priest 2
Police action 2
Placement of child 2
Desertion 1
Legal consultation 1
Unlcnown 2
Total 31
Table XIII is conclusive in demonstrating tliat sepa-
ration v;as the most v/idely used method for dealing v;ith
marital conflicts. Though the exact number of separations
is not known for each case
,
most of the clients had more
than one separation. None of these separations was made
legal through appropriate court action, and all of the cli-
ents v7ho mentioned separation as their chief method of
dealing v/ith their spouses added that each separation was
followed by a reconciliation which usually was of short du-
ration. The exact duration of each separation is not Imown,
nor could it be established as to whether husband or wife
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took the initiative in trying to repair the niarriage. None
of the clients was convinced that his or her method of
dealing with marital problems was particularly helpful.
Two clients resorted to placement of their children, since
most of their conflict centered on the rearing of children.
They both stated that this was a highly unsatisfactory solu-
tion. In two cases, there was no specific information as
to how the clients customarily handled their difficulties witl
one another.
Classification of Presenting: Symptoms
To determine the causes of the thirty-five marital
problems included in this study would require an exhaustive
psychiatric study of each case; needless to say, this is
beyond the scope of the present study. Marital difficulty
is rarely attributable to one causative factor, but is due
to a plurality of such factors
,
which interact vrith one
another, V/hat is considered a cause, may actually be but
a precipitating stress. Often cause and symptom are so inter-
laced that it is difficult to separate one from the otter.
Then, too, the factors that cause marital difficulty usually
operate in a circular rather than a linear fashion; often
this serves to obscure causes and dramatizes symptoms. As
was stated previously, marital difficulties spring from
deeply imbedded personality maladjustments with many uncon-
scious components that are often susceptible only to psycho-
analytical observation.
.
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In viev7 of these linitations
,
classification of marital
problems v/ill be done in terms of areas of symptomatic dis-
turbance, This will also serve to organize the problems
studied within the caseworker's treatment focus. The fol-
lowing table is based on the clients ’ chief presenting symp-
toms .
TABLE XIV
CLASSIFICATICi: OF PRESSKTILG SYIOPTOL'S
Symptoms Lumber
Financial management 8
Infidelity 6
Excessive drinking 6
Desertion 5
Rearing and discipline of children 4
Sexual incompatibility 3
Conflict with in-lav/s
.
. 2
Continuous quarreling 1
Total 35
^Vhen both husband and wife v/ere seen, the above-named
charges were hurled by each against the other. Projection
of blame and responsibility is a feature common to all cases
studied. The v;orker who seeks objective truth may find his
patience sorely tried when he is confronted v/ith the dia-
metrically opposed versions of husband and wife.
In the above table, financial management includes prob-
lems of non-support, irresponsibility with money, accumula-
tion of debts and other related difficulties • L!oney has an
extraordinary symbolic as well as economic slgni canne inJ=

IAmerican culture. For example, one wife's conception of what
.
constitutes a "poor provider", may be radically different
I
from another's. To many people, money is often equated with
i love. The husband who withholds money, gambles, or irrespon-
;
sibly accumulates debts, is also withholding love from the
wife. To the v/oman with strong infantile dependency needs,
this withholding process may be intolerable and precipitate
an immediate rupture of the marriage relationship. Other
marriages may hold together on a marginal basis over long
periods, and fall apart only in response to external finan-
cial stress. The loss of money, more than any other single
factor, seems to re-activate the major portion of the spouses
I
neurotic reactions which otherv/ise may be held in check. It
inspires tremendous fear and anxiety, and soon leads to full-
blown marital conflict. Yet, in predicting the success or
failure of a marriage, the economic factor is not considered
Q
in Itself "significant for adjustment in marriage"; the
ability to provide for a family is considered to be the re-
sultant of other non-economic factors, such as "emotional
9
maturity"
.
YiTien excessive drinking seemed to be the chief complaint
it was, in five out of six instances, lodged against the
8 Ernest W. Burgess and Leonard S. Cottrell, Predic -
ting Success or Failure in I!arrlage
.
p. 346,
9 Ibid.
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i
t
I husband. The charge of desertion was made by four wives and
two husbands. Assertions of sexual maladjustment were all
made by frigid women Virho accused their husbands of being
"abusive beasts", llany of the clients complained of infi-
delity at one time or another, but only six considered it a
chief complaint; of these, five husbands and one wife were
labeled as the offenders. "Conflict with in-laws" was a
frequently heard complaint, but in only two cases was it
classified as the main presenting symptom. In both instan-
ces, the complaint was made by husbands against their mothers-
in-law. Four cases presented as their most salient symptom
disagreement about the care and discipline of children, and
one case was characterized by continuous quarreling. In the
case of these latter symptoms, both husband and vdfe were
in agreement about their pre-eminency
.
In no case in which both husband and wife were seen,
were there less than three accusations and counter-accusa-
tions made by the marital partners . Interviews with the ma-
rital partners abound with complaints of sexual infidelity
,
irresponsibility with money, neglect of home and children,
and a variety of other surface tensions, symptomatic of the
basic difficulty between husband and v/ife. The following
case illustrations are presented as typical examples of the
chief presenting symptoms brought to the Agency's attention.
Case #14 ; The Poor Provider .
The G. family consisted of lir. G., thirty-five,
lirs. G.
,
thirty-five, of Italian extraction, two boys
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ages nine and three, and two girls, ages six and two.
The family was first known to the Agency in 1939 when
llr. G. "acc: dentally" injured his foot while employed
in a local shipyard. LIr. and Lb’S. G. requested fi-
nancial help while Hr. G. av/aited his unemployment
benefits. The family ov^ed a large number of bills,
since Hr. G. had always had an erratic job record.
Hrs . G. felt that as the youngest of her family, all
the bad luck had fallen on her. She had ah appendec-
tomy three weeks after she was married, and had con-
tinual "female trouble" all her life. I'jr
,
and I.Irs . G.
both claimed they were "getting on each other's nerves"
worrying and quarreling about bills
.
Other requests, similar in nature, were made in
subsequent years. Hrs. G. constantly verbalized com-
plaints against her husband, stating that he gambled
most of his earnings. Throughout this time, the fa-
mily was receiving supplementary public assistance,
while Hr. G. worked on odd jobs, more befitting to a
school boy than the head of a family. Both Hr. and
Hrs. G. had multiple aches and pains for which they
I
were referred to a clinic which reported that both
husband and wife v/ere in good health. There was no
"demonstrable organic basis" for their complaints.
Hrs. G. had a support order sworn out to compel her
husband to leave his earnings with the Bureau of
Domestic Relations, but she soon relented this deci-
sion. Throughout this period, marital frictions
mounted. Hrs. G. was accused of being a slovenly
housekeeper. LIr. G. was described by his v/ife as an
inconsiderate brute. Both husband and v;ife became
neglectful of the children, each projecting blame on
the other. Hr. G. explained his wife was always
nagging and picking on him, and this made him lose
his incentive to work. He himself realized that his
physical condition was overshadowed by his "home con-
dition" in keeping him unfit for steady remunerative
work •
In this family, Hrs. G. was the aggressor, dominating
her brood of children and very demanding of social agencies.
So great were Hrs. G's feelings of deprivation, and her de-
sire for money as an assurance that she was loved, that she
attempted to get financial assistance even when her hus-
band's «arnings were adequate. Hr. stated he allowed his
wife to "rant and rage" as he did not wjsh to make trouble.
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but his quiescence and passivity provoked L!rs. G. even more.
This was a situation of several years duration, with both
ilr. and Ilrs. G. showing considerable fear of upsetting the
neurotic balance in which they obviously found so much sa-
tisfaction. The surface symptoms of non-support and other
tensions related to finances and home amnagement were indi-
cative of the emotional difficulties involved in lir. G's
submissive relation to a dominant, over -aggressive
,
v/oman
with many unmet dependency needs.
Case #7 ; The Alcoholic Husband .
This family consisted of LIr. and Mrs. M.
,
both
forty-seven and of Irish descent, and four children,
ranging in age from one to sixteen years. Mrs. M.
complained her husband had been drinking since the
birth of their sixteen-year old boy. Recently he had
begun spending money irresponsibly on other v/oraen,
and v/as rarely seen at home. There were many separa-
tions, made brief by Mr. M's shallow promises that he
would reform. However, as soon as Mrs. M. would talie
him back into the house, he would revert to his for-
mer pattern of behavior. There was a temporary lull
in family tensions while Mr. M. was in the Army. Hov/-
ever, according to his wife, he "made a nuisance of
himself" and v/as discharged for alcoholism.
Mrs. M. had a courtship for two years, but stated
that she had no suspicion of her husband's drinking
habits when they were married. Mrs. M. often lashed
out against her husband
,
but just as often she ex-
cused his drinking, his gambling and spendthrift ha-
bits, because he was so "good-natured and hsindsome"
when on good behavior. Though M. was earning over
seventy-five dollars weekly as a commission salesman,
he had accumulated debts amounting to several hundred
dollars. At the time of her application for help,
Mrs. M. expressed her concern over having her five
children grow up in an atmosphere of perpetual wrang-
ling episodes.
In this case, Mr. M's excessive drinking was but one
feature in the marital conflict. His drinlting precipitated
acute finqnp-fq'i prrthi P.mc and wg? nfiian accompAnlad -by - -- -
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excursions with other v/omen. Ur. IJ. wanted a strong, mothe-
ring wife who would constantly shower him with affection,
lirs . LI. in turn needed a passive husband who would admire
her, and be dependent on her. Although they had many sepa-
rations, this couple lived together long enough to raise a
large family. Urs. LI. is typical of many wives of alcoholic
husbands because of her protective, long-suffering attitude
v/hich veils hidden but strong self-punishing drives. It
was only when her husband's behavior became too unstable and
uncontrollable for her and her children that she could malte
the decision to seek help from and outside source.
Case #16 ; The Philandering Husband .
The K. family consisted of Ilr. and LIrs, K., aged
thirty-four and thirty-three, and three children, aged
two, nine, and ten. Urs . K., an attractive, shy
v/oman stated she no longer could put up with her hus-
band's philandering. She had teen through "hundreds
of arguments" with him over his affairs v/ith other
women, his lack of interest in the children, liis
drinking, his irregular hours, and his unsteady work
habits. Though LIr. K. earned high v/ages as a waiter
in a fashionable hotel, he contributed only a bare
minimum to his wife and children. During his wife's
last pregnancy, he deserted the children, and went
off with a married v/oman. Lirs. K. complained she
never had a chance to discuss their differences. LIr.
K. got up early, rushed off to v/ork, and came home
only to sleep. She was nothing but "bed and board"
to him. On one occasion, she took initiative to get
a court order, making her husband contribute to her
support, but she could never bring herself to separate
from him. Vi/lien her ambivalent feelings towards her
husband were explained, Lirs. K. became quite sullen
and resentful.
LIr. K. impressed the worker as a tall, dissipated
man v/ith a brusque and belligerent manner. He had
no interest in talking with the worker other than to
exonerate himself of his wife's charges and to make
counter-accusations in their place. When his wife

became ill, he demanded a housekeeper be placed in
the home, as he had “no time to care for children"
•
This is a typical example of the emotionally immature
husband who found marital fidelity and responsibility part
of a monotonous routine. Unable to live in a sustained af-
fectional relationship with one woman, he constantly invol-
ved himself in sexual escapades with casual acquaintances.
Ee completely rejected his role of provider and father for
what he considered a fast-paced, exciting and sophisticated
life. Mrs. K., on the other hand, reacted to her husband's
behavior by lapsing into a pattern of complete masochistic
withdrav/al. Though she complained bitterly about her hus-
band's mistreatment of herself and the children, she was
evidently completely dependent on him. She regarded the
Agency simply as a place where she could permissively in^
dulge in expressions of hostility against her husband.
However, she found herself too deeply immersed in her own
personality inadequacies to be able to take concrete steps
for remedying her situation. She felt that the Agency rep-
resented a threat to the neurotic satisfactions she derived
from her self-effacing relationship with an aggressive,
domineering husband whom she at once admired and feared.
Case £21: The Deserting V/ife .
The P. family consisted of Hr. and lirs . P. , ages
thirty-three and thirty-four, and a two year old girl
who was born out of v/edlock while LIr. P. was over-
seas in the Army. LIr. P. anxiously complained that
his wife had deserted him in preference for her mo-
ther when he had lost his job in a nearby tov/n.
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She had always been extremely dependent on her mother
,
as she was the youngest of seven children of a large
Portuguese family. Mrs. P's mother, a matriarchal
woman in her seventies
,
had always wanted her daughter
at home to care for her in her loneliness. IJr. P.
admitted he himself was a very confused, quick-tem-
pered person, and stated he had received a medical
discharge beacuse of his extreme nervousness# Mr. P.
had never enjoyed any real home life; because of his
parents' separation he was on his own at an early age#
He did not know where he could turn, or who would care
for him now that his wife had deserted#
Both husband and vafe stated they l:ad always been on
each other's nerves# Their three-year courtship had
been full of frictions ov/ing to Mrs. P's mother's
disapproval of her daughter's marriage to a man not
of Portuguese descent. Mr. P# felt that the only
thing that prompted his v/ife to marry against her mo-
ther's will was his service allotment, and the pros-
pect of collecting his insurance if he were killed#
When Mr. P# was discharged, he was completely over-
whelmed to find his wife had had a child by another
man. He had rage attacks in which he beat his wife,
and, according to Mrs# P. was "sexually abusive"#
However, he soon became devoted to the child, and it
was at this point that Mrs. P. took flight to her mo-
ther's home. Mr. P. was willing to support his wife
and her child, but felt his Ijfe was "meaningless
without the little girl"#
Mrs# P's desertion obviously was not a "bolt from the
blue" to Mr. P.
,
but the culmination of a long series of
quarrels and frictions . Both husband and wife were trying
to escape into marriage from the inadequacies and imperfec-
tions of their family backgrounds# Mr. P. was escaping from
a feeling of not belonging to anyone, and Mrs# P#, from the
domination of an irascible mother towards whom she felt
deeply ambivalent. They both brought to their marriage deep
needs for protection and exclusive devotion, but because of
their inability to live up to one another's expectations,
their marriage was pre-doomed# Mrs# P. had never been able
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to emancipate herself from her family and assime the respon-
sibilities of a wife; and what Lir. P. cherished so deeply
was the fantasy of a loyal
,
attentive woman who would be
both v/ife and mother to him.
These four case examples provide brief illustrations of
the main presenting symptoms which have been brought to
the Agency's attention. They shov/ clearly the complex inter-
play of personality difficulties which in some instances
provides a delicate neurotic balance, which neither husband
nor wife can disturb, and, in other instances, is so deeply
antithetical to the emotional needs of husband and v;ife that
the marriage relationship is compulsively shattered,
Summary of Chapter IV
A comprehensive survey was presented of the general
social-psychological characteristics of the group studied.
This was considered a necessary preliminary to a discussion
of the casev;ork aspects of services rendered these clients.
It was pointed out that fifteen (or 43 per cent) of the
clients were separated, and therefore in a crisis stage at
the time they applied for help. Eighteen (or over 50 per
cent) of the applicants had initiated proceedings for legal
separation or divorce at the time they terminated their re-
lationship with the Agency. Of the remaining seventeen
10 For a fuller discussion of this problem, of
psychic masochism, see Bergler, 0£. clt .
.
p. 150, and Helene
Deutsch, Psychology of Women, Vol. I, Ch. 6 and 7,
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couples, seven were '‘reconciled” and ten showed "no change”
in their marital status. Obviously, these statistics are
valid only in their application to the group of cases selec-
ted for study. However, it would be valuable to know whether
similar findings would be made if another randomly selected
group of cases were investigated.
Twenty-one of the cases presented problems of from one
to five years duration and fourteen had problems of more
than six years duration. Table X showed a positive correla-
tion betv;een the clients' "happiness score” and their abi-
lity to make a decision to continue to live together. Of
the eighteen divorces and separations that took place
,
ten
of these were of couples who had less than one year of ma-
rital happiness.
The general conclusions to be drawn from all this ma-
terial are: (1) that most of the marital problems were chro-
nic and of long duration; (2) that most of the clients were
in a relatively advanced crisis situation at the time of
their application to the Agency; and (3) that the majority
of the clients had marked personality difficulties under-
lying the symptomatic problems they brought to the Agency's
attention.
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CHAPTER V
CASEliVQRK PROCESS AIO) OUTCOLIE TREATLIEI^T:
The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the outcome
of casework services in the thirty -five cases inder study.
To accomplish this purpose, it will be helpful to discuss
briefly some important aspects of casework v/ith people who
have marital problems. In order to classify the cases
studied, criteria will be introduced which will evaluate
the cases on a three-point scale shov/ing "Improvement",
“partial improvement", or "no improvement".
Casework Process
Though the Agency offers professional casework service
to clients with marital problems
,
the Agency dees not have
a special marriage counselling departent. The Agency's
function is geared to integrated family casework, and there-
fore, is not broken up into functionally separate depart-
ments .
In discussing casework with people who have marital
problems, special recognition should be given to the word
"people". This emphasizes the fact that casework is prima-
rily oriented to the treatment of people, rather than "prob-
lems". The marital problem, therefore, should never be iso-
lated from the person who presents it. This orientation to
the client as an individual points up the fact that there is
no fundamental difference in the casework principles that
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are used in helping clients with marital problems as com-
pared with other problems in adjustment. The methods of
casework, as a way of helping people with problems in emo-
tional and social adjustment, do not change fundamentally
with variations in problems. Casework is, of course, flexi-
ble in its use of specific techniques, but basic factors,
such as diagnosis and the worker's relationship with the
client, are similar, though the client's presenting symp-
toms may differ widely.
There are, however, certain features which should be
given special consideration in a discussion of casework
with clients who ask for help with their marriage problems
.
In such cases
,
the worker usually has two clients
,
the wife
and the husband. In the cases under study which present
deep-seated personality problems, the worker must deal with
two conflicted personalities rather than Just one. And in
evaluating the nature of a marital problem, it is important
for the worker to take cognizance
,
not only of the individ-
ual marital partners
,
but also the quality of the relation-
ship between them. In the marriage relationship, the whole
is greater than the sum of its parts.
As a client begins to unfold his problem to the worker,
it is easily apparent that he usually tends to project re-
sponsibility for the marital difficulty upon the marital
partner. Psychologically, the client uses the mechanism of
projection as a defense against his own guilt feelings.
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Projection, therefore, provides a highly important, though
tentative, kind of emotional relief to the client. When
both husband and v/ife are interviewed by the same worker
(as in the cases under study)
,
the worker must be especial-
ly careful not to become involved as a party to the con-
flict. In addition to an accepting, non- judgmental atti-
tude, the worker must remain outside of the arena of con-
flict. As Professor Groves has stated: "Insofar as the
social worker assumes the role of judge, or even umpire,
little progress can be made".^ The worker who ignores this
dictum deprives the client of the perspective that comes
2
only from consulting a person with professional interest.
In marital situations, as in other casework problems, the
social worker's role is an "enabling" one by which the wor-
ker attempts to help the client
,
but does "not undertake to
solve the client's problems, as no human being can assume
3that much power for another".
One of the cardinal principles of casework treatment
is that the Agency's function and client's need find a common
1 Ernest R. Groves and V/illiam F. Ogburn, American
Ilarriage and Family Relationships
. p. 90.
2 Elsie liartens
,
"Casev/ork Treatment of Emotional
Llalad justment in Llarriage", Journal of Social Casework .
25:8, December, 1944, p. 297.
3 Elsa Leichter, "Family Agency Service in Relation
to L!arltal Problems", Jewish Social Service Quarterly . 23:2,
December, 1946, p. 165.
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ground through the medium of the worker's relationship with
the client. Thus, in dealing with marital problems, it is '
especially important that the client be helped to clarify
what kind of help he wants from the Agency; the client's
|
request, in turn, must fall v/ithin the Agency's focus, and
'
I
this is a task for both worker and client. The client with
,
a disturbed marriage relationship usually presents a number
j
of problems all of which may be part of the disordered pat-
j
tern in the relationship between husband and wife. As
interviews progress, there should evolve an understanding
between client and agency as to what is expected of the case-'
v/ork relationship. Does the client want help in making a
{
decision as to whether he will continue to live v/ith his
spouse? Does the client want help in deciding as to whether
j
he wants separation or divorce? Does the client recognize
|
that either of these basic decisions involves accepting help
for himself, and is he emotionally prepared to use this
j
I
help? All of these questions enter into the casev;ork pro-
cess by wliich both client and worker, in a two-way relation-
ship, clarify the direction which treatment will take. If
i
the client presents a complicated marital problem, but is
unable, through the medium of the relationship, to focus on
|
his difficulty, then his capacity for using casework help
is obviously seriously diminished, and the outcome of treat-
ment is adversely affected.. i
The understanding that develops between client and

worker (who is In turn representative of the agency) should
lead to a formulation of an overall treatment p:oal . This
concept of treatment goal is crucial to a study and evalu-
ation of the outcome of treatment. Usually, there is a major
treatment goal v/hich embodies several minor objectives; but
whatever its scope or magnitude, it is essential that there
be a clear-cut understanding of the focus of treatment.
Lliss Garrett considers this understanding to be of paramount
4importance
;
Almost any client brings us immediately a wide range
of problems, and it is often difficult to decide which
particular path v/ill lead to the most effective re-
sults • A too rigid pursuance of this goal may lead
to a lack of flexibility and adaptability to treat-
ment needs. Hov/ever, experience illustrates that it
is better to have a goal and delimit certain areas
for discussion with the client and be ready to shift
the goal and area if the treatment indicates we have
been mistaken in our emphasis; that this is better
than to have no goal at all, but to wander on, hoping
that if we include everything, we v;ill eventually re-
solve everything.
Dr. Finesinger has evolved a method of "goal-directed"
psychiatric treatment which has many applications within
the casev/orker 's sphere of professional competence. "The
overall goal may be limited in scope, yet vie feel it impor-
5
tant to formulate it and always keep it in mind as a guide".
4 Annette Garrett, "Transference in Casev/ork",
li^mily
, 22:2, April, 1941, p. 47.
5 Jacob E. Finesinger, "Psychiatric Interviewing",
mimeographed pamphlet. Department of Neuropsychiatry, Harvard
medical Shcool, 1946, p. 4.
kO
This treatment goal is consciously formulated, aid is achieved
through the fulfillment of minor, more immediate ones, which
may be established on the basis of each interview. Of the
thirty-five cases selected for study, all but three had
clearly stated overall goals of treatment. These goals were
described in the process recording of Interviews between
client and worker. Though variously stated, the major treat-
ment goal was to help the client come to a definite decision
about where he stood in relation to his marriage and to take
some action in line with this decision.
The specific content of the treatment plan is largely
determined by the worker's diagnosis of the sources of the
client's difficulties and the needs which these difficul-
ties have created. The v/orker's approach to these problems
and needs should include an evaluation of the client's
strengths and weaknesses in several spheres of married life,
including: financial management, home management, (e.g. house
keeping habits), sexual adjustment, discipline of children,
7
recreational interests, and religious interests. In aiding
a client to evaluate the meaning which his marriage has for
him, it is necessary to help the client maximize his
strengths and minimize his weaknesses in these major spheres
6 In this connection, see Thomas French and Ralph
Ormsby, Psychoanalytic Orientation in Casework , 1944, pp.4-5.
7 Beatrice R. Simcox, "Diagnostic Process in Ilarital
Problems", Journal of Social Casework, 28:8, p. 311.
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of family life. In this v^ay, the client gains a perspective
which broadens his scope beyond the particular presenting
symptom which he brings to the Agency's attention.
Casework treatment may be "direct", "environmental",
or "supportive". The problem of direct treatment of person-
ality disorders by caseworkers is a highly debated one with
many extreme points of view on the extent to which tlie wor-
ker makes use of unconscious material. In this study, hov/-
ever, the tern is used to refer to treatment which is pri-
marily oriented to modification of conscious or pre -cons cl-
ous personality difficulties which contribute to marital
conflict. "Environmental" treatment is primarily focused
on the relief of external pressures (through, for example,
financial assistance or child-placement). "Supportive* treat-
ment consists largely of a sustaining relationship in v/hich
the client gains little insight into the source of his prob-
lems
,
but is helped to "minimize his feelings of failure,
guilt and self-blame"; thereby, the client is enabled to
Qfunction within his personality limitations. These catego-
ries are introduced to show differences in treatment orien-
tation. In actual practice, it is very difficult - if not
impossible - to classify cases on the basis of the kind of
treatment. l!ost cases are found to contain combinations.
8 Gordon Hamilton, Theory and Practice of Social
Casework
,
p. 233.
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with varying degrees of emphasis, of direct (or insight),
environmental, or supportive types of treatment, I.iss Towle
has enumerated four Important factors which influence the
9kind of treatment that will predominate. These are:
The nature of the client's difficulty, the client's
capacity for growth through a casework relationship,
the v/orker's level of professional competence, and
the extent to which the client's problems falls within
the function of the agency.
The relation between the type of treatment and the outcome
of treatment will be discussed in the following chapter.
Criteria of Evaluation
The problem of evaluative research in social casework
is an extremely difficult one, v;hich is complicated by the
lack of universally accepted criteria as to what constitutes
"success" or "failure". Perl and Simon have made a thorougli
and valuable survey of the literature dealing v;lth various
approaches to the evaluation of casework performance.^^ This
survey points out that underlying all methods of evaluation,
two types of criteria are apparent} absolute and relative.
Absolute criteria set standards in terms of the "social accep-
tability and acts of clients" in relation to an "external
9 Charlotte Towle
,
"Social Work and the Treatment of
Llarital Discord", Social Service Review
. 14:2, June, 1940,
pp. 216-222. For a similar approach, see Elsie Waelder,
"Casework with Llarital Problems", Journal of Social Casework,
28:5, my, 1947, p. 174.
10 Ruth E. Perl and Abraham J. Simon, "Criteria of
Success and Failure in Child Guidance", Journal of Ortho -
psychiatry
. 12, October, 1942, p. 642,
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norm of adjustment", such as might be established by commu-
nity opinion. Relative criteria, on the other hand, eval-
uate the outcome of casework service "in terms of factors
inherent in the client and/or the agency". This method
12focuses on the:
. .
.
problems of the client and the character and
services of the agency, and attempts to define out-
comes in terms of the relationships among these vari-
ables, It is therefore dynamic and functional in
nature, not having the simple clarity of a defined
norm as measuring rod,
Perl and Simon have illustrated several approaches which
make use of relative criteria. The approach selected for
this study evaluates the outcome of treatment in terms of
the extent to v/hich the treatment goal has been successfully
13
reached. To determine whether this has been accomplished,
Perl and Simon specify that treatment may be evaliaated from
14
three standpoints: agency, client, and community. How-
ever, criteria must be adopted to meet specific agency "prob-
15
lems
,
functions and cases". For the purposes of this
study, it seems best to focus on the two areas of concern.
11 Ibid ,.p, 643,
12 Ibid
.
,
p, 646
.
13 Ibid ., p, 647,
14 Ibid .
.
p. 653.
15
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16
represented by agency and client. To evaluate the outcome
of treatment In terms of community desirability would in it-
self require a separate study and the introduction of speci-
fic criteria as to what constitutes ''desirability*'.
The outcome of casework service in the thirty-five
cases used in this study will be evaluated on a three-point
scale, showing "improvement", "partial improvement", and "no
17improvement". These are defined as follows:
(1) Improvement ; A case will be classified as showing
improvement, if, from the standpoint of both client
and Agency, the treatment goal has been satisfactorily
carried out. Satisfactory fulfillment of the treat-
ment goal means that there has been appreciable modi-
fication of the client's problems.
(2) Partial Improvement : A case vdll be classified
as shov;ing partial improvement when, from the stand-
point of client and/or Agency
,
the treatment goal has
been only partially reached, so that the client's
problems are only partially modified.
(3) Improvement : A case v^ill be classified as
showing no improvement when, in the Judgment of client
and/or Agency, no progress has been made towards car-
rying out the treatment goal. This means that no
cliange has been brought about in the client's situa-
tion.
In order to illustrate some of the differences betv/een
the above relative criteria which define outcome in terms of
variables, and absolute criteria which define outcome in
16 See "Statistical Card #1A"
,
Family Welfare Asso-
ciation of America, appendix, p. 110. The Agency has re-
placed this card with a simplified version. See p. 111.
17 This classification is similar to the relative
criteria used in many of the Smith College studies. See, for
example, Helen Hurevmtz
,
"Some Criteria for Judging an Appli-
+
cant's Ability to Utilize Family Agency Services", Smith
College Studies in Social Work . 13:4, June, 1943.
i
terms of a fixed external norm, the reader's attention is
called to Table VIII, p, 32. This table compares the cli-
ent's marital status at the time of application with his sta-
tus at the time treatment was terminated. If casev/ork
treatment were evaluated on the basis of this change of sta-
tus, an absolute criterion would be used. Such an approach
would be excessively rigid. It would fail to show v/hat the
change in status means to the client and Agency in terms of
the emotional and social problems v/hich the client brought
to the Agency's attention. It v/ould also fail to show the
connections between variables v/hich are shov/n through the
use of relative criteria.
Table XV is presented as an evaluation of the outcome
of casework treatment on the basis of the above-stated cri-
teria.
TABLS 2^
IIARITAL STATUS AT APPLICATION IN RELATION TO
THE OUTCOLIE OF CASEWORK TREATII^TT
OUTCOME OF TREATHEOT
Status at
Application Improvement
Partial
Improvement
No
Improvement Total
Separated (not 5 7 3 15
legal)
Living together 6 6 8 20
Totals 11 13 11 35
Table XV indicates that out of a total of thirty-five
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cases, 31.43 per cent showed improvement, 37.14 per cent,
partial improvement, and 31.43, no improvement. Though the
cases selected for study are considered to be a representa-
tive sample, it is not known v/hether a different group of
cases would reveal similar results.
It is revealing to compare this classification with
the evaluation made by the individual caseworker at the time
the case was closed. This evaluation was based on the
Statistical Card used by the Family V/elfare Association of
America (now called the Family Service Association). This
card presents the following five categories
:
(1) Problem modified from Agency standpoint.
(2) Problem modified from client's standpoint.
(3) Problem unmodified because of limitation of
casework resources within the Agency.
(4) Problem unmodified because of limitation in
comm\inity resources •
(5) Problem unmodified because of limitation in
client's capacity.
On January 1, 1947, this classification was discarded by
the Agency in preference for "Statistical Card No. 2" which
was prepared by a special Agency committee. (See appendix,
p. 111). The Agency, felt that the above classification v/as
cumbersome, and therefore devised a new method which evalu-
ated the outcome of treatment on a two-point scale showing
"improvement" or "no improvement". The individual worker
is to pass judgment as to v/hich evaluation will be given,
but no specific criteria are mentioned on which this judg-
ment is to be based.
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In comparing the present writer's evaluation with that
of the Agency worker, it was found that the eleven cases
which were classified under "improvement" had been similarly
classified by the worker under the above-mentioned catego-
ries (1) and (2). It was found, however, that eight cases
which the present writer evaluated as showing partial im-
provement had been classified under category (5) as showing
no improvement. Of these eight cases, four ended in sepa-
ration, two in divorce, and two ended in a decision whereby
husband and wife would continue to live together. The
individual workers felt that the clients who decided on
separation or divorce had adopted a solution which was in
violation of a community norm which considers separation or
divorce londesirable . These workers, therefore, were using
a method of evaluation which is based on an admixtu27e of
relative and absolute criteria. In the other two cases, the
workers felt that the clients should have separated because
of certain neurotic elements in the marriage relationship.
In these eight cases, the present writer found that, on the
basis of relative criteria, there had actually been a par-
tial improvement because the clients had felt they had a more
mature understanding of their marriage; and, because this
understanding was only partial, it was considered that the
treatment goal had been only partially achieved.
This difference in evaluation clearly points out the
difficulties inherent in any method of evaluation. The
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present writer, who personally has not treated any of the
clients under study, has searched for objective criteria.
However, because of the fluid and complex nature of the
casework process, it is inevitable that some subjective
judgments enter into evaluative research. It is hoped that
these have been minimized by focusing on the extent to which
the treatment goal has been realized in terms of both the
client's sind Agency's standpoint.
Summary of Chapter V
The purpose of this chapter was to arrive at a set of
workable criteria which could be used to evaluate the out-
come of treatment in the cases under study. In order to
determine what factors v^ere crucial for evaluation, the
author presented a brief survey of some of the casework lit-
erature dealing with marital problems. It was found that
the treatment goal was one of the principal components of
the casework process. Using the concept of treatment goal
as a focal point, a set of relative criteria were worked
out which evaluated the outcome of treatment on a three-
point scale showing "improvement", "partial improvement",
and "no improvement". On the basis of these criteria, it
was learned that eleven of the cases shov/ed improvement,
thirteen • showed partial improvement
,
and eleven showed no
improvement. Finally, it was stressed that the complex na-
ture of the casev;ork process made the formulation of uni-
versally applicable and objective criteria very difficult.
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CEAPTER VI
FACTORS RELATED TO TIffi OUTCOME OF TREATMENT
The purpose of this chapter is to determine what fac-
tors, if any, might have a bearing on the outcome of treat-
ment in the thirty-five cases Just evaluated. The factors
studied have been classified from the casework material
which has been assembled from the schedules. (See appendix,
p. 108). An attempt will be made to analyze some of these
factors which have been classified as follows:
(1) So\u?cs of referral.
(2) Person requesting help.
(3) Degree of client interest.
(4) Influence of request for financial help.
(5) ^lumber of years happily married.
(6) Type of treatment (direct, environmental, or
supportive)
.
Because this study deals with only thirty-five cases,
it will not be possible to mal^e precise statistical correla-
tions . However
,
the material will be examined to determine
what factors are typically associated with various levels
of improvement. In this connection, it should be stated
that if a specific factor is found to be associated with a
particular type of outcome, a causal relationship must not
be presumed to exist, unless the evidence so indicates.
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TABLE XVI
SOURCE OF REFERRAL OF THIRTY-FIVE CASES
Source Number of Cases
Personal 14
Agency 14
Police 2
Lawyer 1
Priest 1
Court 1
Another client 1
Relative 1
Total 35
Table XVI indicates that the great majority of cases
were either self-referred or referred by other social agen-
cies.^ Because of the small number of cases involved, no
connection can be determined between source of referral and
treatment outcome.
1 In the light of the divorce statistics presented
in Chapter I, it is worth noting that only two out of thirty-
five cases were court referrals. This suggests the impor-
tance of investigating the possibility of establishing for-
mal channels of referral from court to Agency as a method
of dealing with the rising divorce rate.
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TABLE XVII
PERSON REQUESTING HELP IN RELATION
TO OUTCOLIE OF TREATLENT
Person ouTCOLiE OF treati.:ent
Requesting Partial No
Kelp Improvement Improvement Improvement Total
Y/ife 10 8 7 25
Husband 1 2 2 5
Both 0 3 2 5
Table XVII indicates that the overwhelming majority of
p
requests were initiated by the wife. The fact that in
five cases husband and wife requested help together would
seem to be predictive of favorable outcome; however, the
table shows that just the reverse is true. Perhaps this
is attributable to the fact that the same worker interviewed
both husband and wife. Because of the vast disparity be-
tv/een the number of husbands and wives requesting help, the
table is not statistically revealing concerning the rela-
tionship between the person requesting help and the outcome
of treatment
.
2 This table indicates that in the majority of cases
studied, it is the wife who must make the major adjustment
to the husband, and not, as is the popular conception, vice -
versa . The popular view is that the wife is typically
"domineering"
,
and that the husband submissively caters to
his wife's whims. This is contrary to the "role system" of
the American social structure, which places the man in the
dominant role, and woman in the submissive role. Professor
Burgess stresses this point in Predicting Success or Failure
in Carriage
,
p. 342.
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TABLE XVIII
CLIENT IKTERVIEVvED IK RfiLATIOK
TO OUTCOLiE OF TREATHE^
OUTCOIiJE OF TREATLUJT
Clients Partial No
Interviewed Improvement Improvement Improvement Total
Husband Only 1 0 0 1
Wife Only 5 5 4 14
Husband and V/ife 5 8 7 20
Table XVIII presents the rather startling fact that in
fourteen cases the husband was not seen. In three of these,
the husband was not seen because of the wife's interference
or refusal to give consent. One husband was not seen because
he was in an out-of-to^TO hospital. However, in every case
involving marital difficulty, the worker did attempt to see
both husband and wife. In comparison to the relative indif-
ference among husbands
,
in only one case was the wife not
seen. It is difficult to draw clear-cut conclusions from
this table, since seven of the cases in which both husband
and wife were seen showed no improvement. One would ordi-
narily expect that interviews with both husband and wife
would be predictive of a favorable outcome. This might be
borne out by the fact that thirteen of the cases in this
group showed either improvement or partial improvement
,
whereas only ten cases of those in which only the wife was
seen showed similar results. However, the small number of
cases in question prompts one to feel that the material is
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rather inconclusive from a statistical standpoint.
Of the twenty cases in which both husband and wife were
3
seen, there were double interviews in twelve cases. Of
these, only five showed partial improvement and seven showed
no improvement. This woiold seem to throw serious doubts on
the usefulness of the "three-cornered interview" in which
husband, v/ife and worker participated. In the minds of the
clients
,
such interviews seem to force the worker into the
role of judge or umpire
,
and
,
as pointed out in the previous
chapter, this threatens the worker's professional role as a
helping person. The failure of the worker to effect im-
provement through three-cornered interviews also points up
the enormous difficulties involved in one worker's trying
to treat tv/o conflicted personalities simultaneously.
The client's ability to use casework services is exem-
plified by his interest in the helping process. In order
to measure the degree of this interest, the follov/ing three-
point scale is introduced. This scale is based on three
criteria; (1) the client's attitude towards keeping appoint-
ments; (2) the client's desire to focus on his marital prob-
lem; (3) the client's desire to accept the constructive
limitation in Agency function.
(A) A client will be given an interest rating of "A"
3 In which both husband and v/ife were frequently
seen together by the same worker.
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if appointments were kept regularly,^ if he showed a
desire to focus on his marital problem, and if he was
able to accept the limitations in Agency function.
^
(B) A client v/ill be given an interest rating of "B”
if appointments were occasionally broken, if he showed
a fluctuating or passive response to focusing on his
marital problem, and if he only partially accepted the
limitations in Agency function.
(C) A client will be given an interest rating of "C*
if appointments were regularly broken, if he showed no
interest in focusing on his marital problem, and if
he showed no ability to accept Agency limitations,^
Tables XIX and XX classify v/ives and husbands in
interest groups on the basis of these criteria.
TABLE XIX
INTEREST RATING OF WIVES IN RELATION
TO OUTCOLIE OF TREATLENT
OUTCOLIE OF TREATLELn:
Interest Partial No
Rating Improvement Improvement Improvement Total
A 7 5 0 12
B 2 8 2 12
C 2 0 O 11
Total 11 13 11 35
4 “Regularly" does not necessarily mean that all
appointments were kept. Since some resistance is endemic to
the helping process, allowance was made for some broken
appointments
•
5 An example can be seen in the client's ability to
accept the Agency's lack of authoritarian power to forcefully
bring together the estranged marital partners,
6 Clients in this group typically majiifest exces-
sively demanding or hostile attitudes which are not amenable
to casework help. Such clients specify that help must be
only on their own terms
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TABLE XX
II'H^EREST RATIIIG OF HUSBALDS IN RELATION
TO OUTCOME OF TREATI-ENT
Interest
Rating
OUTCOL'S OF TREATLIEKT
Partial No
Improvement Improvement Improvement Total
A 4 1 0 5
B 1 4 1 6
C 5 6 9 20
Total 10 11 10
ie
31
* One husband could not be seen because he was
hospitalized; three husbands could not be seen because of
interference from their wives
.
Tables XIX and XX indicate that in the majority of
cases showing no improvement, both husband and wife failed
to show sustained interest in the helping process. In the
cases (Table XIX) which show improvement, but lack of in-
terest on the part of the wife, the outcome of treatment is
attributable to the husband's interest. This same principle
applies to Table XX, and explains the apparent correlation
between lov/ interest rating and favorable outcome in the
case of five husbands. In every case shov/ing improvement,
either husband or wife was given an interest rating of "A".
In every case showing partial improvement, either the hus-
band or wife vras given an interest rating of "B" or "C*,
In nine cases showing no improvement, either husband of wife
was given an interest rating of "C", and in six of these,
both husband and wife were rated "C"
.
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three cases in this group, one husband v/as rated "B" because
he could accept help only if his v/ife v/ould accompany him
to the Agency, Similarly, tv/o wives were rated '‘B" because
their interest in coming to the Agency v/as diminished by
their husbands' wholly negativistic attitudes. Tables XIX
and XX seem to support the broad conclusion that there is a
tendency for lack of interest to be correlated v/ith lack of
improvement. In applying the criteria for measuring client
interest, it was noted that regularity of appointment and
acceptance of Agency limitations seemed to be functions of
the client's desire and ability to focus on his marital
problem.
TABLE XXI
REQUEST FOR FINAKCIAL HELP IK RELATION
TO OUTCOLli: OF TREATHEKT
Financial Help
Requested
OUTC
Improvement
o:.s OF theatliei:t
Partial No
Improvement Improvement Tot
Yes 7 9 7 23
No 4 4 4 12
Totals 11 13 11 35
Of the twenty-three request s for financial help, four
were not granted for reasons of Agency policy. Because of
the number of cases under study, it is difficult to draw
conclusions from Table XXI. It is true that in the eleven
cases which shov/ed no improvement, seven cases did involve
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requests for financial relief, but the ssiine number of cases
(also with requests for financial help) also showed improve-
ment. As far as statistics indicate, there are no signifi-
cant findings in the cases in which no request for financial
help was made. Table XXI suggests that a larger sample
should be chosen in order to determine statistically if the
request for financial help has any bearing on the outcome
of treatment. In order to determine the effect of relief-
giving on other casework service in relation to the marital
problem, it is necessary to study each case qualitatively
in addition to studying the total nimiber of cases quanti-
7tatively
.
TABLE XXII
mSER OF YEARS OF HAPPY I^RRIAGE IK
RELATION TO OUTCOLIE OF TREATIEKT*
Number of Cases Average No. of Years (Liean)
Outcome of
Treatment
9 3.65 Improvement
13 3.00 Partial Improvement
10 .44 No Improvement
*
the years
In three cases there was no
of happy marriage.
information concerning
7 An example of the qualitative approach will be
given in the following chapter dealing with concrete case
material. For further discussion of the influence of relief
on other casework services, see Rita G. Spaulding, "Relief
in Relation to Casework Goals in a Family Agency"
,
Jewish
Social Service Quarterly
. 13:2, December, 1946.
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Table XXII shows no outstanding difference in the mean
happiness score of cases ending in improvement or partial
improvement. There is, however, a significant difference
in the average happiness score in the cases which showed
no improvement. On the average, the clients in this group
enjoyed less than six months of happy marriage. The per-
sonality problems presented by this group were apparently
of longer duration and relatively less modifiable through
caseY/ork help. Table X (p. 36) showed a correlation be-
tween the client's happiness score and his marital status
at teimiination of treatment. In this connection, marital
status is considered an absolute criterion. Thus, in terms
of both absolute and relative criteria, it appears that a
greater number of years of happy marriage is positively
correlated with a greater chance for Improvement through
casework.^
8 In terms of relative criteria, two of the cases
referred to in Table X as ending in "reconciliation" show
Improvement and five show partial improvement.
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TABLE XXIII
TYPE OF TREATLENT IN RELATION
TO OUTCOLIE OF TREAT^NT:
Type of
Treatment
Outcome of Treatment
PartTal No
‘
Improvement Improvement Improvemai t Total
Direct 8 2 1 11
Environmental 1 5 1 7
Supportive 2 6 9 17
Totals 11 13 11 35
Definition of the three treatment orientations have
9been presented in the previous chapter. Table XXIII
clearly indicates that direct treatmaa t predominated in
cases showing improvement, environmental in cases showing
partial improvement, and supportive in cases showing no
improvement. Each case involved, in vaiying degrees,
a combination of the three types of treatment which were
of course unified in the actual helping process. These
terms are used here as labels 7/hlch best describe the
worker's main approach in helping the client. The worker's
treatment approach is influenced chiefly by the nature of
the client's difficulty and the client's capacity for
growth through a casework relationship.^*^ In the majority
9 See p. 59.
10 Charlotte Towle, "Social V/ork and the Treatment
of marital Discord", Social Service Review , 14:2, Jime,
1940, p. 222.
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of cases in f7hlch direct treatment predominated, it was ap-
parent that the client v/as able to use casework help with
his personality problems. In most of the cases in which
the environmental approach predominated, the worker focused
on relieving environmental pressures with the result that a
partial improvement was effected. In most of the cases in
which supportive help predominated, the client was not even
able to utilize a sustaining relationship, v/ith the result
that treatment ended without improvement. This inability
to make use of the Agency's services is largely attributable
to the nature and extent of the client's personality mal-
adjustments •
Summary of Chapter VI
The purpose of this chapter was to see what factors
might be characteristically associated with specific levels
of improvement. Because of the size of the sample, no pre-
cise statistical correlations v/ere attempted.
In the five cases in which both husband and wife re-
quested help, only partial or no improvement was effected.
The fact that one worker was in the position of helping two
clients simultaneously was mentioned as a factor contributing
to the relative lack of improvement in these cases. Table
XVIII pointed out that husband and wife were interviewed in
twenty of the cases
;
it was found that thirteen of these
showed either improvement or partial improvement. Seven
cases which showed no improvement were characterized by
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frequent double interviev^s
;
this finding seemed to cast
doubts on the validity of the "three-cornered" or double
interview. I
A three -point scale was introduced to measiire the de-
j
I
gree of client interest. It was found that the client's
j
attitude towards focusing on his marital problems was also
|
Indicative of his attitude tovrards keeping appointments and
accepting Agency limitations. Tables XIX and XX showed a
positive correlation between the client's interest rating
and the outcome of treatment. On the other hand, Table XXI
failed to show any correlation betv/eenthe client's request
for financial help and the outcome of treatment, on a purely
quantitative basis. The importance of a qualitative approach
to the connection between relief and other casework services
was stressed.
Table XXII demonstrated that cases with a relatively
high mean happiness score were associated with improvement !
or partial improvement. Cases showing no improvement were
found to have a happiness score of less than six months.
Finally, Table XXII indicated that cases showing im-
provement were characterized by a predominantly direct type
of treatment; partial improvement was associated with envi-
ronmental treatment; and cases ending without improvement
were typically associated with a largely supportive approach.
|
The worker's treatment orientation was mainly influenced by
j
the nature of the client's difficulty and by the client's
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capacity for growth through a casework relationship. Cases
showing no improvement were therefore characterized by the
client's inability to use Agency help because of the nature
and extent of his personality maladjustments.
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CHAPTER VII
CASE PRESENTATIONS
Preceding chapters have analyzed evidence concerning
the thirty-five cases as a group. In this chapter, the
writer intends to introduce concrete case material to il-
lustrate the various -categories which have been used' in the
analysis of data.
First, tv/o cases v^ill be presented which are considered
representative of the group of eleven cases which were
classified as shoT/ing improvement.
Case ^4
The T. family consisted of Hr. T., a veteran, age
twenty-four, Hrs . T., age twenty-two, and two young chil-
dren. Hrs. T. presented herself at intake with a re-
quest for financial help to supplement her husband's
unemployment compensation. Hrs. T. also made reference
to her husband's nervousness and irritability, and com-
plained that he no longer was the "jolly person he used
to be before he entered the service". The worker ex-
plained the Agency's policy in seeing both husband and
wife where there was a family problem. Mrs. T. consented
to have her husband seen, but emphasized that she thought
her only problem was her husband's reduced earning power.
Separate interviews v/ith husband and wife during a ten-
month period revealed that the T's had enjoyed a fairly
good marital adjustment before Mr. T's enlistment. With
Mr. T's approval, a medical report v/as secured which ex-
plained that Hr. T. bad a "mild anxiety state", in reac-
tion to the stress of prolonged combat and separation
from his family. Mr. T. had a poor appetite, was fre-
quently nauseous, shouted at his wife and spanlied the
children whenever they provoked him. He couldn't stand
authority, and because of his irritability he was unable
to hold a job. Hr. T. also complained of friction with
his wife's sister and mother who interfered with his
"private family affairs".
The worker's treatment goal was to help Mr. and Mrs.
T. gain insight into their behavior and the disruptive
effect which their frictions were having on their family
solidarity. In tune with this goal, the worker focused
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on helping Ur. T. in his readjustment to civilian life.
This necessitated a plan for temporary financial help
until LIr. T. had felt enough security to accept another
job* The worker offered Ur. T. many suggestions about
re-developing his recreational interests so that some of
his energy would be directed into things outside of him-
self. Mr. T. was helped to join a local club where he
could discuss his problems with fellow veterans. Soon
Mr. T. reached the point where he could re-apply for a
job. The v/orker discussed some of Mr. T's limitations
with the employer and thus facilitated his return to
gainful employment. The worker encouraged Mr. T., and
praised him for his efforts at helping himself.
The worker interpreted Mr. T's problems to his wife.
Mrs. T. was given suggestions for handling her husband's
temper outbursts. Mrs. T. became firmer with her family
and their interference with Mr. and Mrs. T's marriage
abruptly ended. Llrs . T. was offered sustained help in
planning weekly budgets to avoid further involvement in
debts, and Mr. T. cooperated with his wife in s taying
within the limits of the budget. As- Lh?. T's anxiety
symptoms subsided, he was able to assume his role as
provider. Mrs. T., in turn, no longer felt the need to
provoke arguments with her husband. Though the T's still
had to cope 7/ith pajnnent of many accumulated debts
,
they felt that "money troubles" would no longer threaten
their marriage.
This case is typical of the largely "environmental"
approach towards fulfillment of the treatment plan. Treat-
ment Y^as successful because the worker at once \inderstood
the importance of relieving the environmental pressures
which were aggravating the relatively minor frictions which
any married couple might experience. The worker concen-
trated on referring Mr. T. to an employment agency and on
intervening with Mr. T's creditors to postpone garnishment
suits until Mr. T. had found some relief from his symptoms.
The worker gave LIr. T. the acceptance and warmth which he
was \3nable to obtain from his v/ife because of her inability
to tolerate his acute symptoms . The v/orker was able to
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interpret what the "collective security of the Service"
meant to LIr. T., and was able to find, in part, a civilian
substitute for this experience. Mrs. T. vias aided in under-
standing her rivalry v/ith her sister and her overdependence
on her mother, Mrs. T. felt she had been "walked on" by
her family, and v/as encouraged to emancipate herself from
her family's domination so that she could fulfill her own
role as housekeeper and mother. Both Mr. and Mrs, T. were
able to function more effectively because of the help they
received from a third person who was not involved in their
marital conflicts. Mr. T. v/as able to make maximum use of
his relationship with the v/orker, with the result that he
was able to understand and modify his behavior. Mrs. T.,
however, was less inclined to accept her own responsibility
for the marital conflict, though she was able to focus on
her relationship with her mother and sister. The T's were
able to focus on their underlying marital problem, and were
not exclusively interested in financial relief. Their mar-
riage had been a healthy and satisfying one imtil Mr. T's
discharge from the Service; their problem was, therefore,
acute rather than chronic, and they sought help before
Irreversible changes had disrupted their marriage.
Case #11
Mrs. D., an attractive twenty-one year old woman, ex-
plained that her husband had deserted her two months
prior to her application for help. Her husband had
returned to his home in the South where he claimed he
would find a better job. He failed to keep his promise
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of sending for his wife. Mrs. D. didn't think she would
hear from her husband because she was pregnant by another
man. At first, her husband had told her he would treat
the baby "as if it were his ovm"
,
but he apparently
changed his mind and "left suddenly".
Weekly interviews with Mrs. D. during a period of
eigtit months revealed that the marriage had been unstable
at the outset. The D's were impulsively married fol-
lowing a courtship of one month. Even before Mr. D. had
left for overseas, the D's quarrelled over money, recre-
ation and one another's sexual fidelity. Shortly before
Mr. D. was due to be discharged, Mrs. D. became pregnant
by another sailor whom she thought she loved.
Treatment was focused on helping I.!rs. D. to decide
what steps to take about her marriage. Should she re-
join her husband? Should she sue for divorce? Should
she join the sailor who had fathered her second child?
In order to make a decision, LIrs. D. was helped to dis-
cuss her feelings about her out-of-wedlock pregnancy.
Mrs. D. v/as the sixth of eight siblings. She had always
resented her v/idowed mother's dependence on her. She had
had to leave school at the age of sixteen to care for her
asthmatic mother and her younger siblings. She used to
fantasy that if she had children of her own, she would
no longer have to be tied to her mother. She identified
her husband with an older protective brother who was also
in the service. However, she soon found out that her
husband - and her marriage - did not square v/ith any of
her fantasies. Mrs. D. felt she had emancipated herself
from her mother's domination, but she needed the worker's
help to relieve her guilt feelings about v/hat she had
done. Because she had encountered so much community dis-
approval for her out-of-wedlock pregnancy, she feared
that her husband might attempt some legal reprisal against
her* Legal advice was obtained, aid Mrs. D's fears were
relieved. It v/as pointed out to Mrs. D. that in her ef-
forts to be "independent of all men", she had managed to
get herself entangled with two men. Mrs. D. felt her
extra-marital affairs were precipitated by a desire to
spite her husband and "get even with him because of his
affairs v/ith other v/omen". Mrs. D. felt her behavior
had been "childish", and now thought she had learned
her "mistakes". The worker offered her supportive help
|
while she was in the hospital. Significantly, Mrs. D.
named her baby after her youngest sister, whom she had
often imagined to be her own. The worker helped Mrs. D.
decide what to do about her baby. Mrs. D. realized that
she was actually very dependent upon her baby's father,
and that' she was far from being independent of all men.
She made plans to divorce her husband. She thought she
would remarry when she received her final decree. She
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was helped to establish herself and her baby in a small
apartment, and v/as referred to public assistance for fin-
ancial help until her divorce became final. Mrs. D. was
very appreciative of the Agency's help. At first, she
"had no one to turn to". ViThen she terminated her rela-
tionship with the worker, she felt capable of working out
her problems in a more healthy fashion.
The clue to understanding Mrs. D's problem was the re-
alization that her marriage was an "acting out" of her ado-
lescent cravings for independence and motherhood. Treatment
was successful because the worker quickly diagnosed this as
an unsound marriage and was able to help Ilps . D. resolve her
ambivalence towards her husband. The worker was in the role
of the "good mother" who accepts and encourages the wayward
daughter. Whereas Mrs. D. experienced only shame and re-
jection at her home, the worker offered her a secure rela-
tionship with an understanding motherly figure. The worker
did not press Mrs. D. to make a decision; once Mrs. D. had
gained insight into the unsound nature of her marriage and
her motives for getting herself pregnant, she was quick to
break away from her husband, who considered his marriage a
'Vrartime blunder". Since Mrs.D's’ emotional conflicts could
be brought to her conscious awareness, the worker's treat-
ment was mainly of a "direct" kind, though Mrs. D. was given
valuable help with financial and housing arrangements. Mrs.
D. was able to accept the Agency's limitations. She had
first hoped that the Agency would search for her husband
and punish him, but she accepted the worker's explanation
that the Agency did not do "police work", and that punishment
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of L!r. D. was beyond the Agency's scope.
These two cases indicate features v/hich are characteris-
tic of the cases vhiich showed improvement. Both revealed a
high level of client interest; L!r. T. and LIrs. D. were given
an interest rating of "A". Both demonstrated a capacity to
participate in a casework relationship, and both showed abi-
lity to make constructive use of the services v/hich the Agen-
cy had to offer. By v;ay of comparison, the following two
cases are presented as typical examples of the cases which
shoT/ed only partial improvement.
Case #18
The Agency's contact with the J. family began in 1942,
shortly after the forced marriage of i:r. J., age thirty,
and Llrs, J.
,
age twenty -four. The family v/as referred by
a children's protective agency after a neglect charge
had been made by one of the J's neighbors. The family
was given intermittent financial help in each succeeding
year. Hr. J. complained that tv/o of the three children
(ages three, four and five) were not his. LIrs. J. com-
plained that she and her husband constantly argued about
the care of the children and their lack of recreational
interests. It was learned that L!r, J. had been given a
neuropsychiatric discharge from the Army because of a drug
addiction. LIrs. J. impressed the worker as a dainty,
petite woman who was tense but controlled. She requested
temporary financial help until Lir. J. recuperated from a
recent operation and was able to return to his job as a
machinist in a local factory, LIrs. J. enumerated a series
of quarrels with her husband, and requested the worker's
help in keeping her marriage together.
V^Taen Llr. J. was first seen, he was under the influence
of an overdose of barbiturates. He spoke rapidly and
fancifully of his achievements as a professional prize-
fighter. In compulsive fashion, he listed various for-
eign lands he had allegedly visited. He was a man of
meager build who was able to assert himself only under
the influence of drugs or alcohol.
Separate interviews with Llr. and LIrs. J. showed that
throughout their marriage there had been friction between
them. LIrs. J, seemed to reject her oldest child because
9
^
1
i
it was the birth of this child that had precipitated
their forced marriage. The v/orker helped I.Irs . J. to
accept her responsibility in bringing about arg^oments
about the discipline of the children. Mrs. J. was also
helped to admit her guilt over the way she teased her
husband sexually. She would often excite him and then
deny him intercourse. If her husband attempted to force
sexual i*elations
,
she would fly into a rage and scratch
his face. Mrs. J. seemed to enjoy discussing her hus- ,
band's erratic job record as if she were a disinterested
|
onlooker. Llrs. J. was also helped to admit that she had i
become pregnant by another man while her husband was 1
overseas • She herself gained enough insight to state !
that she was trying to get revenge on her husband be-
j
cause of the way he had treated her.
I.Ir. J. at first would discuss only his request for
financial help. However, v;hen the v/orker said she under-
stood his marriage held a great deal of satisfactior for
him, he became less resistant, and was able to ventilate
his hostility towards his wife. He said he had miscon-
strued the v/orker 's interest as an "invasion of his
privacy". In further interviews. Hr. J. explained he
had often contemplated breaking away from his wife, but
divorce ran counter to his religious beliefs as a Catho- i
lie. The worker made no attempt at interference with
his beliefs, but repeated the Agency's interest in
helping Mr. and Mrs. J. to understand their differences
and live together more comfortably. Mr. J. had a good
deal of positive feeling towards his children and said
he would keep his family together "for the sake of the
children". He reached the point of accepting Mrs. J.
as someone v/ho might again lapse into excursions with
other men. He was v/illing to accept her child as his
own, and slyly admitted that he too had "sinned much"
when he was in the Army. Mr. J. was encouraged to talk
about his many deprivations as a child. He mother had
died when he was young, and he claimed he v/as left in the
hands of a cruel, tyrannical father who held no affection
for him. He referred to himself as an "institutional
child", because he had spent so much time in a reform
school for juvenile delinquents.
Both Mr. and Mrs. J. were able to make constructive
use of the Agency's financial help. They were also able
to use the worker's suggestions about sharing recrea-
tional activities, and about caring for the children.
However, once a certain degree of financial stability
had been restored, they lost interest in continuing their
relationship with the Agency.
This is a good example of the type of case that pre-
sents deep-seated personality problems which are largely
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beyond the scope of casework treatment. It v/as
,
however,
possible to offer both L!r. and :>!rs, J. a supportive rela-
tionship which enabled them to accept again one another's
differences, Mrs. J, was helped to work through her guilt
feelings about her extra -marital affairs. Though the wor-
ker did not approve of Mrs, J's behavior, she did accept
Mrs . J. as a disturbed woman whose compulsive infidelity
v/as her way of expressing her personality problems. Once
Mrs. J. had the chance to free herself of some of her over-
whelming shame, she no longer felt such a strong need to
provoke her husband to assault her and thus bring punish-
ment upon herself.
Li*. J.
,
on the other hand, felt secure enough in his
relationship with the worker to admit that he had not been
"blameless". It is true that he could not dispense with
stimulants altogether, but he could check his drug intake,
and control the frequency of his alcoholic bouts. As Mrs.
J, no longer felt such a strong compulsion to throttle and
nag her husband, Mr. J. v/as able to work more steadily, and
had to rely less on barbiturates and alcohol to overcome
his feelings of inadequacy. Because of her sensitivity to
Mr. J's strong attachment to his children, the worker was
able to use this attachment to help Mr. J. accept his wife's
child. In both his marriage and in his relationship with
the Agency, Mr, J, was seeking an accepting, lenient, motherly
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figure who would praise his strengths and ninimize his weak-
nesses. The worker's attitude of warm acceptance satisfied
this need to the point where LIr. J. could adjust to, or
rather, resign himself to his marriage as it was. From the
standpoint of the client, this case showed improvement, but
since the marital partners were unable to hold a sustained
focus on their marital problem, the improvement was considereil
partial. Because of the nature of the clients ' emotional
conflicts, casework could do little more than aim to restore
the rather precarious neurotic balance that had existed
prior to the clients' application. Once a certain degree
of financial stability had been restored to the family, the
clients' interest in discussing their marital problem lagged,
and they again broke off their relation'ship v/ith the Agency.
It is probable that this case might be reopened when en-
vironmental pressure again upsets the clients' balance; in
such an event, the worker might be able to interpret the re-
current pattern in the clients ' marriage with a view towards
recommending psychiatric treatment, provided of course that
treatment resources are available.
Case §19
The W. family, consisting of !,!r. W., age forty-one,
Mrs. W., age thirty-five, and two adolescent boys, had
received intermittent financial help from the Agency since
1935. Mr. W. v^as constantly changing jobs. He felt em-
ployers discriminated against him because he was a Negro.
As soon as Mr. 7/. would re-establish himself in a job,
he would break appointments with the Agency, since he
felt he had made good use of the Agency's help. In their

earlier contacts, it was noted that I.!r. W. drank to ex-
cess, and that husband and wife frequently quarreled;
the clients, however, could see no need for help beyond
their revurrent financial problems
•
In April, 1946, LIrs . W. again requested financial help
because her husband had again given up his job and had
exhausted his unemployment compensation benefits. Mr.
7/'s drinking had become uncontrolled, and the younger
boy, age thirteen, had become a behavior problem because
of the incessant quarreling betv/een his parents. Hr. W.
had not held a steady job since 1945. He claimed he
drank because he was "unsure" of himself, and because
"employers didn't give a Negro a decent break". Drinliing
led to quarreling, and quarreling led to more drinlcing.
Mr. vV. accused his wife of gambling away her small
earnings as a domestic and also charged that his wife
was unfaithful
. Mrs . W . denied both charges though
the worker stated that the Agency was not a court of
law, and hence was not interested in "finding the guilty
party". Both Mr. and Mrs. W. claimed that besides finan-
cial help, they wanted to keep their family together.
The worker explained her interest in helping the V/'s
to come to a decision about their marriage, but pointed
out that in the light of the V/'s previous experience
with the Agency, both would have to maintain their in-
terest, and Mr. V/. would have to find v;ork if they were
to be helped.
In response to the worker's explanation of Agency
function, Mr. W. initiated activity on his own, and was
able to find a job. After a fev; weeks, however, Mr. W.
lost his job, blaming his wife's gambling and late hours
as the reason why he couldn't arrive at work on time.
Mr. V/. became quite hostile and belligerent when the wor-
ker pointed out to him that he v/as not being frank about
his earnings and was expressing his hostility to the
Agency by being excessively demanding. Mr. W. admitted
that he had been untruthful and replied that he had been
spending more and more money on liquor. After Mr. V/.
had broken several appointments
,
the v;orker arranged tv/o
double interviews with both Mr. and Mrs. W. Mr. V/. again
expressed his affection for his wife and children, but
his accumulated hostility was easily apparent through his
evasiveness and untruthful statements about his renewed
efforts at finding a job.
Mrs. V/., on the other hand, found a part-time job as
a domestic and showed interest in keeping appointments
v/ith some regularity. As Mrs. 7/. was assured of the
v/orker's acceptance, she began to give vent to a good
deal of her hostility towards her husband. She complained
that his drinking, failure to support the family and
abusiveness had been going on for over ten years , but she
now felt that "for the sake of the children",
1
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something had to be done. LIrs. W. decided "things could
no longer be patched up", and applied for legal help in
starting divorce proceedings. At this point, Llr. \V. again
protested to the v/orker that he loved his wife, and de-
manded that the worker stop the divorce proceedings. The
worker explained that Mrs. W. was free to engage a lawyer,
and explained that if Mr. W. had really been interested,
he would have kept his appointments. Mr. W. was given
another appointment, but went on another drinking spree,
and failed to show up. Meanwhile, Mrs. W. became more
convinced that at last she had the strength to go through
with a divorce. After the hearing v/as held, she expressed
her appreciation to the worker and made plans for moving
out of tov/n v/ith her children to a relative's home.
This case is typical of the problems involved in helping
people whose marital conflicts are of relatively long dura-
tion. Mrs. W. was a long-suffering woman who found a cer-
tain amount of satisfaction in playing the role of martyr
to an irresponsible and deeply disturbed husband. At the
outset, both clients expressed an interest in reconciliation,
but this v/as lip-service rather than genuine conviction. It
was impossible for the worker to determine the true state
of affairs in the W. family, because of the maze of accusa-
tions and counter-accusations made by husband and wife. It
v/as learned through the W's older boy that Mrs. \V. did
gamble and did keep company with other men. Mrs. W. needed
to present herself in a favorable light, otherwise she
could not live up to her ovm conception of herself as the
victimized wife. There was apparently a good deal of ob-
jective validity in Mr. 7/'s complaints of racial discrimina-
tion, but he tended to exploit, and often deliberately pro-
voke this discrimination in order to avoid working. Mr. \V.

felt so much aggression against society that he could chan-
nelize this aggression only by demanding relief from public
and private agencies. Unfortunately, the record contained
no clues to explain Ur. VV‘s intense hostility.
This case was classified as showing partial improvement
because Mrs. V/. did feel that she had been helped by the
Agericy to come to a decision about her marriage, Hov/ever,
from the standpoint of the Agency, treatment was only par-
tially successful because Mrs. W. had been unable to gain
any understanding of her own responsibility in producing
marital conflict. Mrs. V/. was unable to make full use of
her relationship with the worker, but preferred to use the
Agency as a buffer against her husband, and as a sort of
support in her move to divorce him. It seems that the wor-
ker's use of double interviev/s served to aggravate Mr. Ws
hostility and feeling that the Agency was allied with his
v;ife against him. One may speculate that lir. W. might have
been more effectively reached if it had been possible for
him to see a different worker. This might have helped Mrs.
W. to face her own problems, since she would have found it
difficult to use the Agency as a buffer against her husband.
In contrast to the cases which showed either improve-
ment or partial improvement, the following case examples
are given from the group of eleven cases which were classi-
fied as showing "no improvement".
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Case #36
LIrs. H., a rigid, reserved twenty-four year old woman,
was first known to the Agency in 1944 ¥/hen she requested
help in securing medical care for her child. LIrs. H. re-
fused to accept referral to an out-patient clinic. She
complained that her husband's service allotment v/as in-
adequate. At the time, she was v/orking in a defense
plant and left her child in her mother's care.
LIrs. H. was next seen in 1946 when she requested help
in getting custody of her child, and in "forcing" her
husband to return her clothes to her so she could return
to her mother's home. Through separate interviews with
LIr. and lirs. H.
,
the worker learned that when L'rs. H. had
refused to accompany her husband to the movies, Ur. H.
'had become enraged and impetuously struck her. LIrs. H.
complained that because of her refusal to go out v/ith her
husband, he often accused her of secretly going out with
other men. LIr. H. readily admitted his responsibility
in precipitating the breach with his wife. He explained
that since his descharge from the service, he had been
very nervous and "temperamental". Eov/ever, it was soon
apparent that the H's present difficulties were a continu-
ation of their pre-war quarrels. Theirs had been a forced
marriage. Though LIr. H. had been a good provider, Mrs.
K's family felt that he w as not earning enough as a postal
clerk and should look for a better paying job.
IJr. K. presented a history of a rather traumatic fami-
ly life. Because of adolescent delinquencies, his father
had him committed to a state reform school. LIr. H's
father had been married four times and had been twice con-
victed of bigamy. LIr. H. was often tainted by neighbor-
hood children because it was known that he was an illegiti-
mate child. However, his mother and father did marry
after his birth. His father was a rebellious Catholic
v7ho v/ould beat his son Mercilessly if he caught him at-
tending church. LIr. H's mother, with whom he v/as iden-
tified, was a meek, submissive v/oman who didn't dare to
defy her husband.
The record does not reveal much information about Hrs
.
H's background, except that her mother v;as an extremely
domineering woman. At first, Urs . H. disclosed, her
parents v;ere anxious that she be married, but after a
v/hile
,
they attempted to manipulate her separation. Ano-
ther source of friction between LIr. and LIrs. H. was caused
by the death of their first child. During the course of
one of their numerous quarrels, LIrs. H. had insisted on
going to her mother's house and took their infant son,
who was suffering from a serious illness, with her. The
baby died, and LLr. H. had never been able to forgive his
wife or in-laws for the "crime they had done".
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In sep&rate interviews, the worker explained to Mr.
and Mrs. H. her desire to help them "become reconciled
again" if this was what they wanted. However, it was
pointed out that the Agency could not "punish" Mr. H*,
or "force" him to allow his wife to remove her belongings
from the H* household. Mrs. H. became quite upset when
the worker expressed her interest in getting Mr. H's
"side of the story"; Mrs. H. felt there could be only
"one side", and that was hers* Mrs. H. complained bit-
terly that she couldn't stand her "husband's jealous or
nagging nature", or his constant accusations about her
having affairs with other men. Mrs* H. could not focus
on a discussion of her relationship with her mother and
the influence of this relationship on her previous marital
conflicts *
Mr. H*, on the other hand, was most anxious to have
his wife return to him. He readily agreed he had been
impulsive, but was unable to focus with the worker on
the possibility of accepting a referral for psychiatric
treatment. Mr* H. was also unable to accept any sugges-
tions as to how he and his wife might plan to share their
time together* Mr. H. could make only one request of the
Agency; he wanted his wife to return to him. To comply
with this request, the v/orker arranged appointments for
"double interviews", but Mrs. H. failed to come to the
Agency. She replied to the worker's letter with a threat
that she would engage a lawyer* Since the Agency could
not give him the help he wanted, Mr. H. terminated his
relationship with the worker with the observation that
Mrs* H. would soon tire of her mother's domination and
return to him as she had done on previous occasions*
Because of the nature of the clients' personality
limitations, treatment in this case was largely supportive*
Neither client could accept the Agency's function as an im-
partial agent v/hich both clients could use to further their
imders tending of themselves and v/hat their marriage meant
to them. Both Mr. and Mrs. H. specified the terms under
which they could accept help* Mrs. H. wanted the Agency to
take legal action against her husband to force him to reutrn
her belongings to her. Mr. H. could accept help only in
connection v/ith a plan for reconciliation. He wanted to use
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the worker as an intermediary who might convey his apologies
to his wife, LIr. H. was too passive and submissive to bring
himself to meet his wife directly and discuss his feelings
openly with her. He could not even contemplate dealing with
his mother-in-law, Mrs. H. was completely averse to the
plan of discussing her problem in her husband's presence with
a third person. She felt that the worker v/as taking sides
with her husband against her, so she responded by a engaging
a lawyer who would protect her rights
.
Both LIr. and Mrs, H, were in need of psychiatric help,
because their marriage had such outstanding neurotic coloring,
Mrs, had never emancipated herself from her mother's iron
hand; in a sense, she was acting out her adolescent rebellion
against her husband. Partly because of her disguised, but
intense defiance of her mother, Mrs. H. was motivated to be-
come pregnant before her marriage. She then allowed herself
to "forced " into marriage and rejected her child to the
point of endangering his life when he was severely ill,
Mr, H. v;as seeking in his wife an understanding, compassionate
person like his mother. Because of his lack of identifica-
tion v/ith his father, Mr. H. had been unable to assume the
role of the active, assertive male. The pattern in the H.
marriage was a constant clash of personalities resiiLting
from the unfulfilled needs of both partners. The compelling
nature of these needs prevented both husband and wife from
availing themselves of the services the Agency had to offer.
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Case )/55
Llr. L., age thirty-four, and his second wife, age
twenty
-four, applied to the Agency for financial help,
following a referral from a public v/elfare agency. L!r.
L. was first known to the Agency in 1937, when he was
having a good deal of difficulty with his first wife.
LIr. L. was an intelligent man who had worked himself up
to a skilled position in a local textile mill. However,
because of his excessive drinking and physical abuse of
his v/ife
,
Mr.andlirs. L. were always on the verge of
separation. V/lien Hr, L's drinking finally cost him his
job, Mrs. L. sued for divorce. This was granted, and
the first Mrs. L. was given custody of their small boy.
Two years later, following his discharge from a munici-
pal hospital where he had been treated for drug addiction,
Mr. L. reappeared at the Agency. He was expansive in
mood and boasted about his plans to remarry his wife
and settle dov/n in a job. These plans were never begun.
At the time of his last referral to the Agency, Mr.
L. explained that he had remarried in 1945. He had been
living with a woman for about three years, and when she
became pregnant, he v/as "forced into marriage". Mr. L's
health had been severly impaired from frequent alcoholic
bouts. The Agency undertook a program of complete finan-
cial care until Mr. L. v/as able to return to work. Pub-
lic welfare had made the referral to a family agency be-
cause of the constant friction between Mr. L. and his
second wife. Mr. and Mrs. L. were seen intermittently
during a five-month period. Mrs. L. accused her husband
of excessive drinking, senseless rage attacks, and sexual
infidelity. Mr. L. answered by accusing his wife of
being promiscuous with "all the men in the neighborhood".
He also broadcast the fact that his wife, v/ho appeared
mentally defective, had had incestuous relations with her
father. Mrs. L. readily admitted this, but did not feei
she had done "anything v/rong". Mr. L. said he had remar-
ried because his second wife seemed docile and dependable.
However, it was not long before the L's began using each
other as sparring partners. On several occasions, the
police were called in because the L's were "disturbing
the peace".
Both clients kept their appointments only to receive
their relief checks. Mr. L. protested his desire to
reform, protect his baby, and make a go of his marriage.
With the worker's encouragement, he held forth rather
charmingly on his theories of "marriage as a partnership"
and the "obligations of marriage". In one interview, Mr.
L. alluded to some of his childhood deprivations - hov/
he had been orphaned as a young child and had been left
to shift for himself in a "friendless world". However,
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he broke his next appointment since he did not have to
call for a relief check. LIrs
. L. frankly admitted her
only interest in coming to the Agency was "to get money
for food".
Since ilr. L. was unable to work out any plan for re-
turning to v/ork, financial help was discontinued at the
end of five months. Lleanwhile
,
the L's quarrels and fighti
had been going on with unabated fury. V/hen the case was
closed, Mrs. L. had begun plans for a separation. Mr.
L. claimed he had been v/ronged by the Agency's refusal
to continue its financial help. However, he reluctantly
accepted a referral back to public welfare. Mr. L. had
been referred for psychiatric treatment, but failed to
keep his appointments, so that treatment was discontinued.
A psychiatric report diagnosed Mr. L. as a psychopathic
personality and stated his prognosis was poor because of
his almost complete lack of ego strength.
The worker's repeated attempts at offering supportive
casework help in connection with weekly financial maintenance
consistently ended in failure. Mr. L. found any kind of
casework help a nuisance which was to be tolerated because
with it came a relief check. Mrs. L., on the other hand,
was franl': in stating that she needed only money. The worker,
moreover, suspected that Mrs. L» was intellectually unable
to use casework help. Both Mr. and Mrs. L. were sick people,
so sick, in fact, that they could not relate constructively
either to worker or Agency. Mr. L., in his relationship
with the Agency, was attempting to duplicate the dependency
pattern which had characterized his first marriage. The
Agency's offers of financial help satisfied this dependency
need, but Mr. L. was psychologically incapable of using
financial help responsibly or planfully. The psychiatric
diagnosis of psychopathic personality makes the tremendous
limitations involved in helping Mr. L. even more under-
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standable
.
Another striking feature in this case is the v/orker's
lack of a clear focus or goal. The worlsr was not clear in
her reasons for accepting the L. faniily for complete finsin-
cial maintenance. It would have seemed more desirable for
the public agency to continue its financial support and
for the family agency to offer help with the L's marital
problem. Such a division of function would have made it
immediately apparent that the L's were satisfied with their
relation of hostile interdependence and that they neither
wanted nor expected to use casework help. It 'also seems
that insufficient attempt was made to explain to the clients
the Agency's function. This might have imposed some valid
limitations on Mr. L's behavior which might have prevented
him from controlling the entire casev/ork process. Since
no treatment goal was fulfilled, and since, both from Agency
and client standpoint, no change in the L's situation was
effected, the case was classified under no improvement. Al-
though one might question the worker's method of treatment,
the main reason for lack of improvement is seen in the nature
of the clients' personality maladjustment.
Summary of Chanter VII
In this chapter, six case examples were introduced. Two
cases were presented to illustrate some of the factors in-
volved in each type of outcome. The cases which showed im-
provement v;ere characterized by a predominantly direct type
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of treatment, a high level of client interest and a reasonable
acceptance of Agency fijinction. The distinctive featior-e of
this group was the fulfillment of the treatment goal; the
clients were helped to reach an understanding of what their
marriages meant to them, with the resuit that some basic de-
cision could be taken in the light of this understanding. In
cases ending with only partial improvement, it was found
that the treatment goal was only partially fulfilled because
of the nature of the client's personality and the interplay
of emotional forces between the marital partners. In these
cases, treatment v/as largely environmental, client interest
fluctuated, and Agency limitations in function were incomplete
ly accepted. In cases v/hich failed to shov; any improvement,
it was found that no treatment goal was achieved. These
examples indicated a supportive approach, a low degree of
client Interest and participation, and a lack of acceptance
of the Agency's function. The outstanding feature in these
two cases was the degree of the clients' personality dis-
turbances. The predominance of v/eaknesses over strengths
made it impossible for these clients to make constructive
use of the Agency's services.
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CHAPTER VIII
SUmARY AHD CONCLUSIOHS
In this study, the writer undertook an investigation of
the marital problems presented in thirty-five cases which
were known to the Providence Family V/elfare Society in 1946.
The purpose of the study v/as five-fold: (1) to survey the
pertinent social-psychological features of the clients as a
group; (2) to determine the nature of the marital problems
presented; (3) to evaluate the outcome of casework treatment;
(4) to determine what factors were characteristically associ-
ated with specific levels of improvement; and (5) to outline
some of the implications of this study for the Agency's pro-
gram in helping clients with marital problems.
In order to provide the proper framework for an under-
standing of the problems under discussion, a brief analysis
of the components of happy and unhappy mariage was presented.
Emotional maturity and the unimpaired capacity to give and
receive love were stressed as the primary ingredients of a
sound, happy marriage. Unhappy marriage was described as
the result of a clash of neurotic personalities which demand
neurotic satisfactions which the institution of marriage
cannot filLfill and still remain sound.
An explanation of the clients ' marital status both at
opening and closing of the case was given. Fifteen, or 43
per cent, of the clients were separated, and therefore in
the crisis stage when they applied for help. Eighteen (or
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over 50 per cent) of ttie clients had initiated proceedings
for legal separation or divorce when they terminated their
relationship with the Agency. Seven couples became "recon-
ciled", and decided to continue living together, and ten
showed no change in their marital status.
Twenty -one of the cases presented problems of from one
to five years duration, and fourteen had problems of more
than six years duration. A positive correlation was found
between the clients' happiness score and their ability to
make a decision to continue to live together. Of the eight-
een couples who were divorced or separated following treat-
ment, ten had had less than one year of marital happiness.
This array of evidence suggests three general con-
clusions: (1) that most of the marital problems were chronic
and of long duration; (2) that most of the clients were in
a relatively advanced crisis situation at the time of their
application to the Agency; (3) that the majority of the cli-
ents had marked emotional difficulties underlying the symp-
tomatic problems they brought to the Agency's attention.
The four principal presenting symptoms of marital fric-
tion were found to center on problems of financial manage-
ment, excessive drinking, sexual infidelity and desertion.
Case examples were introduced which illustrated these four
symptoms. These cases clearly indicate that the surface
symptoms were the expression of deeply-rooted personality
maladjustments
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Using the concept of treatment goal as a focal point,
criteria were worked out which evaluated the outcome of
treatment on a three-point scale showing “improvement",
“partial improvement" and “no improvement". A case shov^ed
“improvement" when from the standpoint of both client and
Agency, the treatment goal had been satisfactorily achieved.
This implied an appreciable modification of the client's
problems. Under "partial improvement" were classified
those cases which, from the standpoint of client and/or
Agency, indicated only partial attainment of the treatment
goal, and therefore only partial modification of the prob-
lem. “No improvement" meant that, in the judgment of
client and/or Agency, no progress had been made towards
carrying out the treatment goal or towards modifying the
client's situation.
On the basis of these criteria, eleven cases showed
improvement, thirteen, partial improvement, and eleven, no
improvement. The complex nature of the casework process
made the formulation of universally applicable and objective
criteria very difficult. For example, in terms of absolute
criteria based on external community norms of social accepta-
bility, a case v;hich ended in divorce proceedings would
probably be evaluated as showing no improvement. However
,
on the basis of relative criteria, the same case might be
evaluated as shov/ing considerable improvement, if, for
example, the wife had sued for a divorce because she had
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been helped to gain insight into the unsound nature of her
marriage • Another difference between the relative and ab-
solute approach may be concluded from the fact that eight
cases which the present v^riter classified under partial
improvement had been considered by the individual workers
to show no improvement.
V/hat factors were characteristically associated with
the three levels of improvement? Because of the size of
the sample, no attempt was made at concluding precise sta- I
tistical correlations. In twenty -five cases, the vd.fe ini-
tiated the request for help, in five, the husbands initiated
the request, and in five, both husband and wife presented
themselves at intake. It v;as pointed out that in the five
cases in which both husband and v/ife request help, only
partial or no improvement was effected. It may be concluded
that having one worker in the position of helping two cli-
ents simultaneously contributed to the relative lack of im-
provement in these cases. Husband and wife were interviewed
separately in twenty cases; in thirteen cases, this factor
was favorably correlated v/ith improvement or partial im-
provement. Seven cases which showed no improvement were
characterized by frequent double interviews; this finding
would seem to cast doubts on the repeated use of the so-calle<.
"double" or "three-cornered" interview. Such interviews
seemed to act as a deterrent to the worker's fulfillment of
her professional role of neutrality in the helping process.
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A three -point scale was Introduced to measure the degree
of client interest. It v/as concluded that the client's atti-
tude towards focusing on his marital problem was also indi-
cative of his attitude towards keeping appointments and ac-
cepting the limitations of Agency function. A positive
correlation was found between the client's interest rating,
and the outcome of treatment. No definite conclusion, hov/-
ever, could be reached concerning the connection between the
client's request for financial help and the outcome of treat-
,|
ment. The importance of a qualitative approach to the in-
i|
!|
fluence of relief-giving on other casework services was
stressed. Case material was furnished on this subject,
:
giving examples of clients who were unable to focus beyond
their need for financial help.
Cases v/ith a relatively high happiness score tended to
show improvement or partial improvement; cases showing no
I
improvement were found to have an average happiness score
of less than six months. It was pointed out that in terms
of both absolute and relative criteria
,
the clients ' hap-
piness score was related to the outcome of treatment,
ij Cases which showed improvement were characterized by
a predominantly direct type of treatment, high level of cli-
ent interest, and a constructive acceptance of Agency func-
tion. Cases evaluated as partially improved showed a largely
environmental approach, fluctuation in client interest, and
incomplete acceptance of Agency limitations . The treatment
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goal was only partially achieved because of the nature of
the clients' personalitites
. Cases which failed to show any
Improvement revealed a mainly supportive approach, a low
interest rating, and marked inability to accept Agency limi-
tations. The outstanding feature in this group of cases
was the serious nature of the clients' personality difficul-
ties v/hich blocked the achievement of a treatment goal.
kVhat implications does this study have for the Agency's
program in helping people with marital problems? On the
basis of its evaluation of the Agency's performance, this
study conclusively demonstrates that, in the majority of
cases, the Agency can and does render positive help to cli-
ents v/ith maritel problems. However, the study does suggest
some points which might make the Agency's services more ef-
fective: (1) An investigation might be made into the circum-
stances surrounding separation and divorce proceedings, with
a view towards establishing formal channels of referral from
divorce court to social agency. (2) If limitations in per-
sonnel permit, an attempt might be made to assign a separate
worker to each marital partner in cases v/here initial diag-
nostic interviev/s make this seem advisable. (3) Certainly,
further evaluative studies concerning the Agency's experience
with marital problems is indicated. The concept of treatment
goal might be profitably applied to the actual treatment
process as well as to the Agency's recording and future
research. Recognition of the differences between absolute
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and relative criteria would seem very helpful for future
evaluative studies. (4) Obviously, the number of cases
ending in separation or divorce would be greatly reduced
if the Agency could stimulate and cooperate in a community-
wide program that would refer marital partners for help
before irreversible changes have made family breakdown
inevitable. The Agency should, of cource, continue - and
if possible strengthen - its program of pre -marital coun-
selling to prevent unsoimd marriages. (5) An integrated
community education program, aimed at strengthening family
solidarity, coupled with preventive casework, would greatly
increase the Agency's contribution towards helping people
who have - and who are about to have - marital problems
•
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I. IDENTIFYING INFOmTION
A.
B.
C.
D.
Name Case No. Color Religion
Date Opened Reopened Closed
Source of Referral
Family Organization
1. Vfife: Age Nativity Occupation
2. Husband: Age Nativity Occupation
3. Income: Adequate - yes no unknown
ii. Children:
a. male (ages)
b, female (ages)
5 . Health (known physical or mental disease).
II. IIARITAL STATUS
A.
B.
Status at time of application
livint; together (
(
(
yes
1
,
2. separated
3 . divorced
Previous Marriage
1. death of spouse
2. divorce
3 • separation
U. children:
) church v/edding
date
date
no date
date
date
date
what happened to them?
number years married
legal
III. NATURE OF PROBLEM
A. Request of Agency (describe).
1 . date
2. financial help requested yes no
3 . financial help given yes no
a, describe
B. Summary of Marital Problem
1. main source of tension
2. onset duration
3. other sources of difficulty
U. previous attempts at uealing with problem (describe)
5. person requesting help
a. wife
b. husband
c. both
d. other
6. Summary
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TIISSIS SCHEDULE (continued)
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IV. CASEWORK PROCESS
A. Sunraar^' of previous contacts
B. Attitude of client tovards asking for help
1. wife
2 • husband
C. Focus of treatment
D. Responsiveness of client
E. Interviews
1. How were appointments kept?
2. Horae visits agency interviews
3. Interviews with:
wife no.
husband no.
both no.
F. Describe casework skill in treatment:
V. OUTCOJiE OF TREATMENT
1. Improvement ( )
2. Partial Improvement ( )
3. No Improvement ( )
VI. Summary of Casework Process,
LcaXfi'I )LiOV.3iAO .VI
sJD&inoo ziiolvoriq lo '.TTBijaifc .A
qX6»i nol anIsiEfi siafl.ot inollo lo *S
dliw .1
fcofidai/d .S
JnoaiiBe'ii lo suoo'i .0
lo eeijnt^visnoqEafl *Q
ewexv'io^nl .3
T<tq9:{ ainjciJaioqqfi woH .1
iraoivnaJni 'pnag*
on
on
on
cilcxv omoH (S
xHilvr swoividJnl .C
oliir .£
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3ii30<yt‘i AnovroRBO lo XTtJBflam/E .IV
CASE WORK PROBLEMS PRESENTED AND SERVICES RENDERED
During Present Fiscal Year
(Since last opening for intake during present fiscal year)
PROBLEMS
Check lor tomily or designate member of family by number).
A. ECONOMIC:
1. Lack of knowledge of available resources
2. Problems ol financial planning and homo management caused
b/ lower standards or marginal income
3. Problems of financial planning and home_ management com-
plicated by intellectual or emotional difficulty
— 4. Finoncial need due to lack of support from members of family
5. Resistance to using available resources
6. Financial need which must be met if case work treatment is
to be effective
7. Financial need not met by public agency affecting plan for
adjustment
8. —
9. -
B. EMPLOYMENT:
10. Persons with good work history and prospects for work need-
ing case work service
11. Persons needing vocational counseling or training
12. Personality laclors affecting employability
13. Persons attempting to adjust to job requiring change in
employment status
14. Unemployment of head of family aflecling family relationships
15. Unemployed persons beyond the current industrial age level
16 -
17
C. FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS:
—
— 18. Difficulties in relationship between husband and wife
19. Difficulties in relationship between parent and child
20. Difficulties in relationship between substitute parent and child
21. DifBcullies in relationships among children in the family
22. Problems related to pregnancy
23. Absence of parent or substitute parent
24. Separation from family or relatives
25. Difficulty in relationship to other relatives
26. Irregularities in legal status causing fears or conflicts
27. Actual or potential anti-social behavior affecting family life
28
29 — -
B. Phys HEALTH:
Icsi
——
. 30. Ignorance of disease and its implications
31. illness affecting capacity for social and industrial adjustment
32. Acute or chronic illness creating changes in the family
structure
33. Acute or chronic illness resulting in removal from the family
group
34. Need for readjustment following institutional care
35. Acute or chronic illness or physical incapacity arousing fears
or conflicts in the individual or others in the family
36. Resistance to using resources for treatment
. 37. - -
38,
F. SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL:
39. School problem involving family situation
40. Inability to find or use educational or recreational facilities
41. Ignorance ol or non-acceptance of established cultural patterns
42. Changes of residence affecting family adjustment
43. Problems in relation to housing affecting family life
44 -
45. -
SERVICES
(Check for family or designate member ol family by number).
ECONOMIC: Services in reialion to
1. Helping the client make use of economic resources la the
community
2. Helping the client make use of his own economic resources
3. Personality factors affecting management of income
4. Financial assistance met directly by the agency
EMPLOYMENT: Services fn relation to
7. Helping the client make use of opportunities
8. Training, counseling and preparation lor employment
- 9. Personolity factors influencing employment
10. Helping the client understand and accept industrial situation:.
11 -
12
FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS: Services in relation to
13. Helping the client make use of resources for easing the
situation
14. Helping the family work out adjustments of living arranoementt
15. Training and development of children
IS. Personality factors influencing family conflicts
17. Legal procedures affecting family or personal conflicts
18 -
19. -
&Iental Physical HEALTH: Services in relation to
20. Helping the client understand the facts and implications ol
the illness
21. Helping the client use resources available for treatment
22, Helping the client work out adjustment of living arrangements
23. Personality factors influenced by illness
___ — 24. Helping the client recognize the need for treatment
25 - -
- 26
SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL: Services in laJalion to
—~ 27. Helping client use resources within community for correcting
situation
28. Interpretation of cultural standards
29. Protecting the interest of children to relieve acute distress
30. Protecting the interest of children in non-voluntary referrals
,
32 „ _ - _ .
Letters A, B, C, etc., refer to general classifications of problems.
F.W.A.A. StMliUcsl C#rd No. LA 'T??

STATISTICAL CARD NO.
Ill
2
Evaluation of Service in Evaluation of Service in
Relation to Problems at Closing Relation to Total Client Situation
Date Improvement No Improvement Improvement No Improvement
I.
II.
Martial relationships
III.
IV.
Child care outside of home
Personal adjustment
A. Adult
V.
VI.
B. Child
Employment
VII.
VIII.
Unmarried parenthood
Health
1
IX.
X.
B. Mental
Housing
!
XI. Insufficient Income
A. Private
B. Public
1
1
j
i
J
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